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"If David Sedaris could draw, and if Bleak House had been a little funnier, you'd have Alison Bechdel's Fun House."

— Amy Bloom

author of *A Blind Man Can See How Much I Love You*

"Bechdel's memoir offers a graphic narrative of uncommon richness, depth, literary resonance, and psychological complexity.... It shares [much] in spirit with the work of Mary Karr, Tobias Wolff, and other contemporary memoirists of considerable literary accomplishment."

— Kirkus Reviews, starred review

"Stupendous. Alison Bechdel's mesmerizing feat of familial resurrection is a rare, prime example of why graphic novels have taken over the conversation about American literature. The details—visual and verbal, emotional and elusive—are devastatingly captured by an artist in total control of her craft."

— Chip Kidd

author of *The Cheese Monkeys*

"Brave and forthright and insightful—exactly what Alison Bechdel does best."

— Dorothy Allison

author of *Bastard Out of Carolina*
A fresh and brilliantly told memoir from a cult favorite comic artist, marked by gothic twists, a family funeral home, sexual angst, and great books.

This breakout book by Alison Bechdel is a darkly funny family tale, pitch-perfectly illustrated with Bechdel’s sweetly gothic drawings. Like Marjane Satrapi’s Persepolis, it’s a story exhilaratingly suited to graphic memoir form.

Meet Alison’s father, a historic preservation expert and obsessive restorer of the family’s Victorian home, a third-generation funeral home director, a high school English teacher, an icy distant parent, and a closeted homosexual who, as it turns out, is involved with his male students and a family babysitter. Through the narrative that is alternately heartbreaking and fiercely funny, we are drawn into a daughter’s complex yearning for her father. And yet, apart from assigned stints dusting caskets at the family-owned “fun home,” as Alison and her brothers call it, the relationship achieves its most intimate expression through the shared code of books. When Alison comes out as homosexual herself in late adolescence, the denouement is swift, graphic — and redemptive.
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OLD FATHER, OLD ARTIFICER
Like many fathers, mine could occasionally be prevailed on for a spot of "airplane."

As he launched me, my full weight would fall on the pivot point between his feet and my stomach.

OOF!

It was a discomfort well worth the rare physical contact, and certainly worth the moment of perfect balance when I soared above him.

In the circus, acrobatics where one person lies on the floor balancing another are called "Icarian games."
CONSIDERING THE FATE OF ICARUS AFTER HE FLouted HIS FATHER’S ADVICE AND FLEw SO CLOSE TO THE SUN HIS WINGS MELTED, PERHAPS SOME DARK HUMOR IS INTENDED.

IN OUR PARTICULAR REENACTMENT OF THIS MYTHIC RELATIONSHIP, IT WAS NOT ME BUT MY FATHER WHO WAS TO PLUMMET FROM THE SKY.

BUT BEFORE HE DID SO, HE MANAGED TO GET QUITE A LOT DONE.

His greatest achievement, arguably, was his monomaniacal restoration of our old house.

AGAIN!

THIS RUG IS FILTHY. GO GET THE VACUUM CLEANER.

AND THEN GET ME MY TACK HAMMER. THAT STRIP OF MOLDING IS LOOSE.
When other children called our house a mansion, I would demur. I resented the implication that my family was rich, or unusual in any way.

In fact, we were unusual, though I wouldn’t appreciate exactly how unusual until much later. But we were not rich.

**Alison!**

**Send Tammi home. You have work to do.**

The gilt cornices, the marble fireplace, the crystal chandeliers, the shelves of calf-bound books—these were not so much bought as produced from thin air by my father’s remarkable legerdemain.

Wash these old curtains so we can put up the hand-embroidered lace ones I found in Mrs. Strump’s attic.
My father could spin garbage... into gold.

He could transfigure a room with the smallest offhand flourish.

This should go at an angle.

Amazing.

His sister

He could conjure an entire, finished period interior from a paint chip.

My arm's falling off.

He was an alchemist of appearance, a savant of surface, a daedalus of decor.

Slightly perfect.
For if my father was Icarus, he was also Daedalus—that skillful artificer, that mad scientist who built the wings for his son and designed the famous Labyrinth...

...And who answered not to the laws of society, but to those of his craft.

But I hate pink! I hate flowers!

Tough titty.

Historical restoration wasn't his job.

(Twelfth-grade English)

It was his passion. And I mean passion in every sense of the word.

OUR GOTHIC REVIVAL HOUSE HAD BEEN BUILT DURING THE SMALL PENNSYLVANIA TOWN'S ONE BRIEF MOMENT OF WEALTH, FROM THE LUMBER INDUSTRY, IN 1867.

BUT LOCAL FORTUNES HAD DECLINED STEADILY FROM THAT POINT, AND WHEN MY PARENTS BOUGHT THE PLACE IN 1962, IT WAS A SHELL OF ITS FORMER SELF.

THE SHUTTERS AND SCROLLWORK WERE GONE. THE CLAPBOARDS HAD BEEN SHEATHED WITH SCABROUS SHINGLES.
THE BARE LIGHTBULBS REVEALED DINGY
WARTIME WALLPAPER AND WOODWORK
PAINTED PASTEL GREEN.

ALL THAT WAS LEFT OF THE HOUSE'S
LUMBER-ERA GLORY WERE THE
EXUBERANT FRONT PORCH SUPPORTS.

BUT OVER THE NEXT EIGHTEEN YEARS, MY FATHER WOULD RESTORE THE HOUSE TO
ITS ORIGINAL CONDITION, AND THEN SOME.

JESUS! THIS
MUST BE THE PATTERN
FOR THE ORIGINAL
BARGEBOARD!

HE WOULD PERFORM, AS DAEDALUS DID, DAZZLING DISPLAYS OF ARTFULNESS.
He would cultivate the barren yard... into a lush, flowering landscape.

He would manipulate flagstones that weighed half a ton...

...and the thinnest, quivering layers of gold leaf.

It could have been a romantic story, like in it's a wonderful life, when Jimmy Stewart and Donna Reed fix up that big old house and raise their family there.

Hello, darling!

Hello, daddy!
But in the movie when Jimmy Stewart comes home one night and starts yelling at everyone...

Hold it straight.

Tommy, stop that! Janie, haven't you learned that silly tune yet?

One of my brothers

Daedalus, too, was indifferent to the human cost of his projects.

Don't hit me!

He blithely betrayed the king, for example, when the queen asked him to build her a cow disguise so she could seduce the white bull.

George, why must you torture the children?

Kuh-clink!
Indeed, the result of that scheme—a half-bull, half-man monster—inspired Daedalus’s greatest creation yet.

He hid the Minotaur in the labyrinth—a maze of passages and rooms opening endlessly into one another...

...and from which, as stray youths and maidens discovered to their peril...

...escape was impossible.

Then there are those famous wings. Was Daedalus really stricken with grief when Icarus fell into the sea?

Or just disappointed by the design failure?
Sometimes, when things were going well, I think my father actually enjoyed having a family.

And of course, my brothers and I were free labor. Dad considered us extensions of his own body, like precision robot arms.

Put hot, soapy water in the sink and get some clean rags.

Or at least, the air of authenticity we lent to his exhibit. A sort of still life with children.

In this regard, it was like being raised not by Jimmy but by Martha Stewart.

In theory, his arrangement with my mother was more cooperative.

In practice, it was not.

What do you think of this gas chandelier?

Bordello.

Auction catalog.
WE EACH RESISTED IN OUR OWN WAYS, BUT IN THE END WE WERE EQUALLY POWERLESS BEFORE MY FATHER'S CURATORIAL ONSLAUGHT.

WHOREHOUSE.

IT'S HIDEOUS.

EHH-EHH-EHH!
PGRGH!

IT LOOKS LIKE SKULLS.

MY BROTHERS AND I COULDN'T COMPETE WITH THE ASTRAL LAMPS AND GIRANDOLES AND HEPPLEWHITE SUITE CHAIRS. THEY WERE PERFECT.

GET YOUR STINKIN' FEET AWAY FROM ME.

ALISON, COME HELP ME HANG THIS MIRROR IN YOUR ROOM.

I GREW TO RESENT THE WAY MY FATHER TREATED HIS FURNITURE LIKE CHILDREN, AND HIS CHILDREN LIKE FURNITURE. MY OWN DECIDED PREFERENCE FOR THE UNADORNED AND PURELY FUNCTIONAL EMERGED EARLY.

HOLD IT HIGHER. DON'T MOVE.

I HATE THIS ROOM.

WHEN I GROW UP, MY HOUSE IS GOING TO BE ALL METAL, LIKE A SUBMARINE.
I was Spartan to my father's Athenian. Modern to his Victorian.

Butch to his Nelly.

Utilitarian to his aesthete.

Who cares if the necklines don't match?

What's the point of making something that's so hard to dust?

Yellow turtleneck. Now.

It's beautiful.
I developed a contempt for useless ornament. What function was served by the scrolls, tassels, and bric-a-brac that infested our house?

If anything, they obscured function. They were embellishments in the worst sense.

They were lies.

My father began to seem morally suspect to me long before I knew that he actually had a dark secret.

"Bronzing stick!"

Mom says hurry up.

He used his skillful artifice not to make things, but to make things appear to be what they were not.

Mass will be over before we get there.

That is to say, impeccable.
HE APPEARED TO BE AN IDEAL HUSBAND AND FATHER, FOR EXAMPLE.

BUT WOULD AN IDEAL HUSBAND AND FATHER HAVE SEX WITH TEENAGE BOYS?

IT'S TEMPTING TO SUGGEST, IN RETROSPECT, THAT OUR FAMILY WAS A SHAM.

THAT OUR HOUSE WAS NOT A REAL HOME AT ALL BUT THE SIMULACRUM OF ONE, A MUSEUM.

YET WE REALLY WERE A FAMILY, AND WE REALLY DID LIVE IN THOSE PERIOD ROOMS.

I CAN'T FIND THE SCISSORS!

LOOK IN THE CHIPPENDALE.
STILL, SOMETHING VITAL WAS MISSING.

WELL?

ME, AGE 4

MY BROTHER CHRISTIAN, AGE 3

AN ELASTICITY, A MARGIN FOR ERROR.

HOW DID THIS VASE GET SO CLOSE TO THE EDGE OF THE TABLE?

MOST PEOPLE, I IMAGINE, LEARN TO ACCEPT THAT THEY'RE NOT PERFECT.

BUT I DIDN'T DO ANYTHING!

BUT AN IDLE REMARK ABOUT MY FATHER'S TIE OVER BREAKFAST COULD SEND HIM INTO A TAILSPIN.

PEACE, MAN.
My mother established a rule.

Don't change it! We're late!

No comments on his appearance. Is that understood?

What if it's something good?

Good, bad, it doesn't matter.

Also an English teacher.

If we couldn't criticize my father, showing affection for him was an even dicier venture.

We were not a physically expressive family, to say the least. But once I was unaccountably moved to kiss my father good night.

Having little practice with the gesture, all I managed was to grab his hand and buss the knuckles lightly.

As if he were a bishop or an elegant lady, before rushing from the room in embarrassment.
This embarrassment on my part was a tiny scale model of my father's more fully developed self-loathing. His shame inhabited our house as pervasively and invisibly as the aromatic musk of aging mahogany.

In fact, the meticulous, period interiors were expressly designed to conceal it. Mirrors, distracting bronzes, multiple doorways. Visitors often got lost upstairs.

Gracious, I almost walked right into this!
MY MOTHER, MY BROTHERS, AND I KNEW OUR WAY AROUND WELL ENOUGH, BUT IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE TO TELL IF THE MINOTAUR LAY BEYOND THE NEXT CORNER.

AND THE CONSTANT TENSION WAS HEIGHTENED BY THE FACT THAT SOME ENCOUNTERS COULD BE QUITE PLEASANT.

AND AT EACH PULL THE ELEPHANT'S CHILD'S NOSE GREW LONGER AND LONGER.

HIS BURSTS OF KINDNESS WERE AS INCANDESCENT AS HIS TANTRUMS WERE DARK.

...WON'T YOU BE MY PONY GIRL? MARRY ME, CARRY ME, FAR ACROSS THE SEA.

DON'T TURN OUT THE HALL LIGHT.
Although I'm good at enumerating my father's flaws, it's hard for me to sustain much anger at him.

I expect this is partly because he's dead, and partly because the bar is lower for fathers than for mothers.

In my eyes!

Hold still, Dammit!

My mother must have bathed me hundreds of times, but it's my father rinsing me off with the purple metal cup that I remember most clearly.

The suffusion of warmth as the hot water sluiced over me...

...the sudden, unbearable cold of its absence.

Was he a good father? I want to say, "At least he stuck around." But of course, he didn't.

Again!
It's true that he didn't kill himself until I was nearly twenty.

But his absence resonated retroactively, echoing back through all the time I knew him.

Maybe it was the converse of the way amputees feel pain in a missing limb.

He really was there all those years, a flesh-and-blood presence steaming off the wallpaper, digging up the dogwoods, polishing the finials...

...smelling of sawdust and sweat and designer cologne.

But I ached as if he were already gone.
A HAPPY DEATH
There's no proof, actually, that my father killed himself.

No one knew it wasn't an accident.

His death was quite possibly his consummate artifice, his masterstroke.

I can't believe it. Such a good man.

There's no proof, but there are some suggestive circumstances. The fact that my mother had asked him for a divorce two weeks before.

The copy of Camus' 'A Happy Death' that he'd been reading and leaving around the house in what might be construed as a deliberate manner.

Such a good man.
Camus' first novel, it's about a consumptive hero who does not die a particularly happy death. My father had highlighted one line.

But Dad was always reading something. Should we have been suspicious when he started plowing through Proust the year before?

A fitting epitaph for my parents' marriage.

Was that a sign of desperation? It's said, after all, that people reach middle age the day they realize they're never going to read remembrance of things past. Dad also left a marginal notation in another book.
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The date is five days before he died. Do people contemplating suicide get excited about spotting rufous-sided towhees?

Maybe he didn't notice the truck coming because he was preoccupied with the divorce. People often have accidents when they're distraught.

But these are just quibbles. I don't believe it was an accident.
AFTER I HAD MADE THE FIVE-HOUR DRIVE HOME FROM COLLEGE AND EVERYONE ELSE HAD GONE TO BED, MOM AND I DISCUSSED IT.

IT'S POSSIBLE THAT WE CHOSE TO BELIEVE THIS BECAUSE IT WAS LESS PAINFUL.

IF HE'D INTENDED TO DIE, THERE WAS A CERTAIN CONSOLATION IN THE FACT THAT HE SUCCEEDED WITH SUCH APLOMB.

I THINK IT WAS SOMETHING HE ALWAYS MEANT TO DO.

HIS HEADSTONE IS AN OBELISK, A STRIKING ANACHRONISM AMONG THE UNGAINLY GRANITE SLABS IN THE NEW END OF THE CEMETERY.

HE HAD AN OBELISK COLLECTION, IN FACT, AND HIS PRIZE SPECIMEN WAS ONE IN KNEE-HIGH JADE THAT PROPPED OPEN THE DOOR TO HIS LIBRARY.

IT'S ALSO A SHAPE THAT IN LIFE HE WAS UNABASHEDLY FIXATED ON.

IT SYMBOLIZES LIFE.
ON A MAP OF MY HOMETOWN, A CIRCLE A MILE AND A HALF IN DIAMETER CIRCUMSCRIBES:

(A) DAD'S GRAVE,
(B) THE SPOT ON ROUTE 150 WHERE HE DIED, NEAR AN OLD FARMHOUSE HE WAS RESTORING,
(C) THE HOUSE WHERE HE AND MY MOTHER RAISED OUR FAMILY, AND
(D) THE FARM WHERE HE WAS BORN.

THIS NARROW COMPASS SUGGESTS A PROVINCIALISM ON MY FATHER'S PART THAT IS BOTH MISLEADING AND ACCURATE.
But it's puzzling why my urbane father, with his unwholesome interest in the decorative arts, remained in this provincial hamlet.

Come out to camp! You don't hafta shoot nothin'. We'll just sit around the stove and get bombed.

It was made clear that my brothers and I would not repeat their mistake.

Many of his relatives displayed a similar reluctance to stray.

(When Aunt Sue's son and daughter grew up, they each built a house in the field between our house and hers.)

And why my cultured mother, who had studied acting in New York City, would live there cheek by jowl with his family is more puzzling still.

Helen? Don't stop. I'm just showing off your house to some friends.

Don't you kids get any ideas about dragging a trailer into the backyard. After you graduate from high school, I don't want to see you again.

(My cousin's house being delivered.)
My parents had in fact gotten as far as Europe, where my father was stationed in the army. Mom flew there to marry him. They lived in West Germany for almost a year during Dad's service, in some degree of expatriate splendor.

But then, the story goes, my grandfather had a heart attack and Dad had to go home and run the family business.

Bechdel? You just got a message from your sister. Call home ASAP.

Pregnant with me.

This was a funeral parlor begun by my great-grandfather, Edgar T. Bechdel.

My great-grandfather

My grandfather

The first auto hearse, 1922
The change in plans was a cruel blow. I was born soon after they got back.

For a short time we all lived with my grandmother and ailing grandfather at the funeral home.

Less than a year later, we moved to a rented Federal-style farmhouse and my brother Christian was born.

Dad started teaching high school English. Funeral directing provided only a part-time income in our thinly populated region.

Schenck?

Shirk?

Slacker?

Streck?

Tumer?
By the time we moved to the Gothic Revival house and John was born, Europe had disappeared from my parents’ horizon.

It was somewhere during those early years that I began confusing us with the Addams Family.

Long before I could read, I would puzzle over a book of Addams cartoons.

The captions eluded me, as did the ironic reversal of suburban conformity. Here were the familiar dark, lofty ceilings, peeling wallpaper, and menacing horsehair furnishings of my own home.

In one occult and wordless cartoon...
...A worried girl had a string running from her mouth to a trap door.

...The lamp next to her looked just like my lamp. In fact, the girl looked just like me.

...The resemblance in my first-grade school photo is eerie.

My mother, with her luxuriant black hair and pale skin, bore a more than passing likeness to Morticia.

...And on warm summer nights, it was not unusual for a bat to swoop through our living room.

Mom, how come you never go outside?

I told you, I'm a vampire.

...But what gave the comparison real weight was the family business...

...And the cavalier attitude which, inevitably, we came to take toward it.

Can I get in?
THE "FUN HOME," AS WE CALLED IT, WAS UP ON MAIN STREET.

MY GRANDMOTHER LIVED IN THE FRONT. THE BUSINESS WAS IN THE BACK.

I REMEMBER SEEING MY GRANDFATHER LAYED OUT THERE WHEN I WAS THREE. PEOPLE WERE AMUSED BY WHAT SEEMED TO ME A REASONABLE ENOUGH REQUEST.

PUT ME CLOSER.

MY FATHER HAD BEEN GIVEN A FREE Hand WITH THE INTERIOR DECORATION OF THE VIEWING AREA, AND THE ROOMS WERE HUNG WITH DARK VELVET DRAPERY. THIS ENSURED A SOMBER MOOD ON THE SUNNIEST OF DAYS.

THERE WAS A MINIMUM OF FURNITURE, AND A VAST EXPANSE OF TEXTURED OLIVE WALL-TO-WALL CARPETING.
MY BROTHERS AND I HAD LOTS OF CHORES AT THE FUN HOME, BUT ALSO MANY INTERESTING OPPORTUNITIES FOR PLAY.

COMING IN FOR A LANDING!  TAKE ME TO HAVANA.

COFFEE, TEA, OR ME?

QUIT FOOLING AROUND AND GET THOSE CHAIRS SET UP.

WE WERE STRICTLY FORBIDDEN TO CLIMB INTO THE CASKETS.

BUT WE HAD THE FOLDING CHAIR TROLLEY.

THE NESTING FLOWER STANDS.

THE SUCTION-CUP FLAGS FOR STICKING TO THE HOODS OF CARS IN THE PROCESSION.

AND THE CRUSHABLE CAPSULES FILLED WITH SMELLING SALTS.

JOHN, SMELL THIS.

EYEYEW!

I'M TELLING DAD YOU WASTED ONE.

THESE WERE FOR REVIVING PEOPLE WHEN THEY FAINTED FROM SHOCK OR GRIEF, WHICH, DISAPPOINTINGLY, NEVER SEEMED TO HAPPEN.

WHY DO WE EVEN HAVE THESE THEN?
When a new shipment of caskets came in, we'd lift them with a winch to the showroom on the second floor of the garage.

Though there were never any dead people in the showroom, it had the otherworldly ambience of a mausoleum.

It was usually after school, in a melancholy, fading light, that we found ourselves up there unwrapping caskets.

A rich scent of cedar hung in the air.

More velvet drapes muffled any sounds from outside and heightened the sensation that time was at a standstill.
LIKE A MEDIUM CHANNELING LOST SOULS, THE FILAMENT OF A SPACE HEATER VIBRATED TUNELESSLY TO OUR FOOTFALLS.

IT WASN'T THE SORT OF PLACE YOU WANTED TO BE ALONE IN.

WAIT FOR ME!

ON THE OTHER HAND, IT WAS NOT PARTICULARLY SCARY TO SPEND THE NIGHT IN THE FUNERAL HOME PROPER, EVEN WHEN WE HAD A DEAD PERSON.

MY BROTHERS AND I OFTEN SLEPT THERE WITH MY GRANDMOTHER.

PERMANENT GREASE STAIN FROM MY DEAD GRANDFATHER'S VITALIS

TO QUIET US DOWN, GRAMMY WOULD LET US SWEEP THE CEILING WITH THE BEAM OF HER FLASHLIGHT IN SEARCH OF BUGS.

WHEN WE SPOTTED ONE, SHE WOULD DECLARE IT TO BE EITHER A "PISSE-ANT" OR AN "ANTIE-MIRE"—A TAXONOMIC DIFFERENTIATION I WAS NEVER CLEAR ON—AND SQUASH IT WITH A RAG ON THE END OF A BROOM.
After this, we would beg her to tell us a story.

The story, I should say, because there was one tale that held us in such thrall that the rest of my grandmother’s repertoir—her stillborn twins, the time my aunt had worms—paled before it.

Wunst upon a time, when your daddy was a little boy, he wandered off.

"He was littler than you, John, no more than three. It was springtime."

"The fields was just plowed, and Bruce lit out across one. It was that wet. Pretty soon he couldn’t lift his little legs out of the mud!"
"But just then, along comes Mort Dehaas with the mail, and he sees Bruce a way out there, just a tiny speck."

"He gave him a yank, and he was that stuck, his overshoes come off!"

What if the mailman didn't see him?

Would he of died?

Well, I don't know, dears. But Mort commenced to walk out across the muddy field to where Bruce was.

(I know Mort was a mailman, but I always pictured him as a milkman, all in white—a reverse Grim Reaper.)
"HE BRUNG YOUR DADDY INTO THE KITCHEN IN HIS STOCKING FEET, AND I UNDRESSED HIM RIGHT THERE."

LOSE SOMETHIN', DOROTHY?

OH, MY LANDS!

UNDRESSED HIM?!

WHY?

WHY, HE WAS ALL OVER MUD, DEARS.

THEN WHAT?!

AND HERE THE STORY REACHED ITS BIZARRE, GRIMMSIAN CLIMAX.

THEN I WRAPPED HIM IN A QUILT AND PUT HIM IN THE OVEN.

SHE WAS REFERRING, OF COURSE, TO A COOKSTOVE.

BUT ALL WE COULD ENVISION WAS THE MODERN OVEN SHE HAD NOW, WITH ITS RED-HOT ELEMENTS.

THE TALE WAS ENDLESSLY COMPPELLING. BY DAY, IT WAS DIFFICULT TO IMAGINE DAD EVER HELPLESS, NAKED, OR TRUSSED UP IN THE OVEN.

AGAIN!

WUNST MORE, THEN WE'LL GO TO SLEEP.

WHEN YOU'RE DONE, DO THE VACUUMING.

THAT'S CHRISTIAN'S JOB.
THOUGH THE WAY GRAMMY HELPED HIM TIE HIS SURGICAL GOWN IN BACK WAS EVOCATIVE.

DO IT, OR I'LL GIVE YOU SOMETHING TO WHINE ABOUT.

DAD WORKED BACK IN THE INNER SANCTUM, THE EMBALMING ROOM.

THIS SMELLED OF BACTERICIDAL SOAP AND EMBALMING FLUID. IT WAS DOMINATED BY A PORCELAIN ENAMEL PREP TABLE AND A CURIOUS WALL CHART.

I DIDN'T NORMALLY SEE THE BODIES BEFORE THEY WERE DRESSED AND IN A CASKET.

ARTERIAL, VENOUS & NERVOUS SYSTEMS

ALISON!

BUT ONE DAY DAD CALLED ME BACK THERE.
THE MAN ON THE PREP TABLE WAS BEARDED AND FLESHY, JARRINGLY UNLIKE DAD'S USUAL TRAFFIC OF DESSICATED OLD PEOPLE.

THE STRANGE PILE OF HIS GENITALS WAS SHOCKING, BUT WHAT REALLY GOT MY ATTENTION WAS HIS CHEST, SPLIT OPEN TO A DARK RED CAVE.

THERE WAS SOME PRACTICAL EXCHANGE WITH MY FATHER DURING WHICH I STUDIOUSLY BETRAYED NO EMOTION.

HAND ME THOSE SCISSORS OVER BY THE SINK.

IT FELT LIKE A TEST. MAYBE THIS WAS THE SAME OFFHANDED WAY HIS OWN NOTORIOUSLY COLD FATHER HAD SHOWN HIM HIS FIRST CADAVER.

OR MAYBE HE FELT THAT HE'D BECOME TOO INJURED TO DEATH, AND WAS HOPING TO ELICIT FROM ME AN EXPRESSION OF THE NATURAL HORROR HE WAS NO LONGER CAPABLE OF.
OR MAYBE HE JUST NEEDED THE SCISSORS.

IS THAT ALL?

MM-HMM.

PRIVATE

I HAVE MADE USE OF THE FORMER TECHNIQUE MYSELF, HOWEVER, THIS ATTEMPT TO ACCESS EMOTION VICARIOUSLY.

FOR YEARS AFTER MY FATHER'S DEATH, WHEN THE SUBJECT OF PARENTS CAME UP IN CONVERSATION I WOULD RELATE THE INFORMATION IN A FLAT, MATTER-OF-FACT TONE...

MY DAD'S DEAD. HE JUMPED IN FRONT OF A TRUCK.

...EAGER TO DETECT IN MY LISTENER THE FLINCH OF GRIEF THAT ELUDED ME.

THE EMOTION I HAD SUPPRESSED FOR THE GAPING CADAVER SEEMED TO STAY SUPPRESSED.

EVEN WHEN IT WAS DAD HIMSELF ON THE PREP TABLE.

GOD, I'M SORRY.

THERE'S BEEN AN ACCIDENT.
I was away at school that summer, generating bar codes for all the books in the college library.

I have to go home. My father got hit by a truck.

Oh my god. Is he okay?

Um...

I bicycled back to my apartment, marveling at the dissonance between this apparently carefree activity and my newly tragic circumstances.

As I told my girlfriend what had happened, I cried quite genuinely for about two minutes.

That was all.

Joan drove home with me and we arrived that evening. My little brother John and I greeted each other with ghastly, uncontrollable grins.
It could be argued that death is inherently absurd, and that grinning is not necessarily an inappropriate response. I mean absurd in the sense of ridiculous, unreasonable. One second a person is there, the next they're not.

Though perhaps Camus' definition of the absurd—that the universe is irrational and human life meaningless—applies here as well.

In college, I needed the myth of Sisyphus for a class. Dad offered to send me his old copy, but I resisted his interference. I wish I could say I'd accepted his book, that I still had it, that he'd underlined one particular passage. Longing for death.

The subject of this essay is precisely this relationship between the absurd and suicide, the exact degree to which suicide is a solution to the absurd. The principle can be established that for a man who does not cheat, what he believes to be true must determine his action. Belief in the absurdity of existence must then dictate his conduct. It is legitimate to wonder, clearly and without false pathos, whether a conclusion of this importance requires forsaking as rapidly as possible an incomprehensible condition. I am longing for death.

It's not that I think he killed himself out of existentialist conviction, for one thing, if he'd read carefully, he would have gotten to Camus' conclusion that suicide is illogical.

But I suspect my father of being a haphazard scholar. A snapshot of him in a frat brother's sports car reminds me of Cartier-Bresson's photos of Camus.

Bechdel! Put that goddamn book down. We're going out.
Maybe it's just the cigarette. In every photo I've seen of Camus, there's a butt dangling from his gallic lip.

A Happy Death

a novel

To be fair, everyone smoked then.

But Camus' lungs were full of holes from tuberculosis. Who was he to cast logical aspersions at suicide?

He couldn't have lasted much longer even if he hadn't died in a car crash at forty-six.

Camus was known to have said to his friends on various occasions that dying in a car accident would be une mort imbécile.

In January of 1960, the sports car he was riding in careened off one plane tree and wrapped around another.

Paris

Herald Tribune

The writer Albert Camus killed in automobile accident.

Nixon may hurt.

G.D.P. Plaza.

My parents were still in Europe.

Camus also said, in the myth of Sisyphus, that we all live as if we don't know we're going to die.

Yet one will never be sufficiently surprised that everyone lives as if no one "knew." This is because in reality there is no experience of death. Properly speaking, nothing has been experienced but what has been lived and made conscious. Here, it is barely possible to speak of the experience of others' deaths. It is a substitute, and illusion, and it never quite convinces us. That melancholy convention cannot be persuasive. The horror comes in reality from the mathematical aspect of the event. If time

I suspect that for my father, death was all too convincing.
In the letters he sent me at college, sometimes he seemed the perfect absurd hero, Sisyphus shouldering his boulder with detached joy.

The weekend was of little consequence entertainmentwise. I was called at 3:30 AM for Fay Murray’s death. That shot that Friday Saturday. Some highlights of my work; her yellow lace bikini rose-embroidered panties. Her died red hair after three months of hospitalization her hairdresser and her hairpieces. Her bitter green velvet jumpsuit with gold sequined trim and plunging neckline. Well I did my best with red lips, green eyeshadow, lots of rouge and eyebrow pencil and low and behold there lay Fay. She had lovely flawlessly smooth skin. Everyone was pleased and you would never have guessed she was seventy.

Other times, he was despairing.

Claude C. Bechdel Funeral Home
Telephone 717-922-7727
Beel City, Pennsylvania 1822

Dorothy H. Bechdel

Sunday 9-24-77

Dear Al-

I’m at fun home, tending local tragedy. Beautiful girl, 38, wrapped her car around one of those big trees in the Rupert’s front yard. Worked eighteen hours yesterday. Now I’m here fighting off the ghouls – it’s bad for my blood pressure.

I don’t have any letters about the suicides he dealt with, like the local doctor who shot himself a few months before Dad’s own death.

But you would think that long nights employed in this scutwork of the flesh would make anyone reconsider the logic of not postponing the inevitable.
YOU WOULD ALSO THINK THAT A CHILDHOOD SPENT IN SUCH CLOSE PROXIMITY TO
THE WORKADAY INCIDENTALS OF DEATH WOULD BE GOOD PREPARATION.

I'M STARVING.
LET'S GO EAT.

I'LL BE BACK AFTER SUPPER TO FINISH UP.

THAT WHEN SOMEONE YOU KNEW ACTUALLY DIED, MAYBE YOU'D GET TO SKIP A
PHASE OR TWO OF THE GRIEVING PROCESS—"DENIAL" AND "ANGER," FOR EXAMPLE—

---AND MOVE ON WITH YOUR LIFE THAT MUCH MORE QUICKLY.

BUT IN FACT, ALL THE YEARS SPENT VISITING GRAVEDIGGERS, JOKING WITH BURIAL-
VAULT SALESMEN, AND TEASING MY BROTHERS WITH CRUSHED VIALS OF SMELLING
SALTS ONLY MADE MY OWN FATHER'S DEATH MORE INCOMPREHENSIBLE.
WHO EMBALMS THE UNDERTAKER WHEN HE DIES?

IT WAS LIKE RUSSELL'S PARADOX...

...THE FAMOUS CONUNDRUM OF THE CLEAN-SHAVEN BARBER WHOSE SIGN READS, "I SHAVE ALL THOSE MEN, AND ONLY THOSE MEN, WHO DO NOT SHAVE THEMSELVES."

THE BARBER, EQUALLY UNABLE TO SHAVE HIMSELF, AND TO NOT SHAVE HIMSELF, IS IMPOSSIBLE.

YET SOMEHOW, THERE HE IS.

MY FATHER COULD HAVE USED A BARBER. HIS FACE WAS ROUGH AND DRY, SCRAPED CLEAN WITH NO HELP FROM THE EXPENSIVE LOTIONS AND AFTERSHAVE ON THE SILVER TRAY IN HIS BATHROOM AT HOME.
His wiry hair, which he had daily taken great pains to style, was brushed straight up on end and revealed a surprisingly receded hairline.

I wasn't even sure it was him until I found the tiny blue tattoo on his knuckle where he'd once been accidentally stabbed with a pencil.

Dry-eyed and sheepish, my brothers and I looked for as long as we sensed it was appropriate.

If only they made smelling salts to induce grief-stricken swoons, rather than snap you out of them.

The sole emotion I could muster was irritation, when the pinch-funeral director laid his hand on my arm consolingly.
I shook it off with a violence that was, in fact, rather consoling.

This same irritation would overtake me for years afterward when I visited Dad's grave.

On one occasion I found it desecrated with a cheesy flag, placed there by some well-meaning armed services organization.

I javelined this, ugly brass holder and all, into the cornfield that immediately adjoins his plot at the edge of the cemetery.

Again, there was some fleeting consolation in the sheer violence of my gesture.
INTENTIONAL, ACCIDENTAL. IT WAS UNE MORT IMBÉCILE ANY WAY YOU LOOKED AT IT.

MY FATHER REALLY WAS DOWN THERE, I TOLD MYSELF.

STUCK IN THE MUD FOR GOOD THIS TIME.
CHAPTER 3

THAT OLD CATASTROPHE
MY FATHER'S DEATH WAS A QUEER BUSINESS—QUEER IN EVERY SENSE OF THAT MULTIVALENT WORD.

IT WAS STRANGE, CERTAINLY, IN ITS DEVIATION FROM THE NORMAL COURSE OF THINGS. IT WAS SUSPICIOUS. PERHAPS EVEN COUNTERFEIT.

IT PUT MY FAMILY IN A BAD POSITION, IT THwarted AND RUINED EACH OF US IN PARTICULAR WAYS.

IT LEFT ME FEELING QUALMISH, FAINT, AND, ON OCCASION, DRUNK.

BUT MOST COMPPELLINGLY AT THE TIME, HIS DEATH WAS BOUND UP FOR ME WITH THE ONE DEFINITION CONSPICUOUSLY MISSING FROM OUR MAMMOTH WEBSTER'S.
ONLY FOUR MONTHS EARLIER, I HAD MADE AN ANNOUNCEMENT TO MY PARENTS.

I am a lesbian.

MY HOMOSEXUALITY REMAINED AT THAT POINT PURELY THEORETICAL, AN UNTESTED HYPOTHESIS.

BUT IT WAS A HYPOTHESIS SO THOROUGH AND CONVINCING THAT I SAW NO REASON NOT TO SHARE IT IMMEDIATELY.

THE NEWS WAS NOT RECEIVED AS WELL AS I HAD HOPED. THERE WAS AN EXCHANGE OF DIFFICULT LETTERS WITH MY MOTHER.

THEN A PHONE CALL IN WHICH SHE DEALT A STAGGERING BLOW.

I'VE BEEN UPSTAGED, DEMOTED FROM PROTAGONIST IN MY OWN DRAMA TO COMIC RELIEF IN MY PARENTS' TRAGEDY.

YOUR FATHER HAS HAD AFFAIRS WITH OTHER MEN.

WHAT?

HE... HE WAS MOLESTED BY A FARM HAND WHEN HE WAS YOUNG.
I had imagined my confession as an emancipation from my parents, but instead I was pulled back into their orbit.

And with my father’s death, following so hard on the heels of this doleful coming-out party, I could not help but assume a cause-and-effect relationship.

If I had not felt compelled to share my little sexual discovery, perhaps the semi would have passed without incident four months later.

Sunbeam Bread

(Yes, it really was a Sunbeam bread truck.)

Why had I told them? I hadn’t even had sex with anyone yet. Conversely, my father had been having sex with men for years and not telling anyone.

Why are you telling me this and not Dad?

Your father tell the truth? Please.

The line that Dad drew between reality and fiction was indeed a blurry one. To understand this, one had only to enter his library.
FOR ANYONE BUT THE LANDED GENTRY TO REFER TO A ROOM IN THEIR HOUSE AS "THE LIBRARY" MIGHT SEEM AFFECTED. BUT THERE REALLY WAS NO OTHER WORD FOR IT.

AND IF MY FATHER LIKED TO IMAGINE HIMSELF AS A NINETEENTH-CENTURY ARISTOCRAT OVERSEEING HIS ESTATE FROM BEHIND THE LEATHER-TOPPED MAHOGANY AND BRASS SECOND-EMPIRE DESK...

...DID THAT REQUIRE SUCH A LEAP OF THE IMAGINATION? PERHAPS AFFECTATION CAN BE SO THOROUGHGOING, SO AUTHENTIC IN ITS DETAILS, THAT IT STOPS BEING PRETENSE...

...AND BECOMES, FOR ALL PRACTICAL PURPOSES, REAL.
THE LIBRARY WAS A FANTASY, BUT A FULLY OPERATIONAL ONE.

WHERE'S IRKUTSK?

LOOK IN THE ATLAS.

WHERE'S THE ATLAS?

IN THE CANTERBURY ATLAS RACK.

VISITORS ALWAYS ASKED THE SAME QUESTION ABOUT THE MASSIVE WALNUT BOOKCASE.

SO, BRUCE, HAVE YOU READ ALL THOSE?

NOT YET.

PART OF DAD'S COUNTRY SQUIRE ROUTINE INVOLVED EDIFYING THE VILLAGERS--HIS MORE PROMISING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS.

THE PROMISE WAS VERY LIKELY SEXUAL IN SOME CASES, BUT WHATEVER ELSE MIGHT HAVE BEEN GOING ON, BOOKS WERE BEING READ.

THIS WAS GREAT. WHAT'S NEXT?
Dad was passionate about many writers, but he had a particular reverence for Fitzgerald.

You got a Playboy stuck in there?

My mother had sent him a biography of Fitzgerald before they married, when Dad was in the army.

He'd been drafted after dropping out of his graduate English program, overwhelmed with the workload.

References to the biography crept into his letters to her.

I'm getting deeper into *The Far Side of Paradise*. He reminds me much of myself, especially the old "emotional bankruptcy."

The tales of Scott and Zelda's drunken, outrageous behavior captivated him.

How did those two think of such things? Throwing garbage at the Murphy's garden party! They seem pathetic, fabulous, mediocre geniuses. No, not geniuses but talent. He had some drive that continued even through the tragedy.

Poor, poor Zelda.

What the hell's this?
COULDN'T HAVE ESCAPED MY FATHER'S NOTICE THAT DURING SCOTT'S OWN STINT IN THE ARMY HE WROTE HIS FIRST NOVEL AND BEGAN COURTING ZELDA.

'DAD'S LETTERS TO MOM, WHICH HAD NOT BEEN PARTICULARLY DEMONSTRATIVE UP TO THIS POINT, BEGAN TO GROW LUSH WITH FITZGERALDESQUE SENTIMENT.

'DO YOU KNOW I LOVE YOU. THAT MADE ME FEEL SO GOOD I'LL SAY IT AGAIN. I LOVE YOU I LOVE YOU I LOVE YOU, YOU CRAZY WONDERFUL GIRL. I KNOW WHAT I NEED A DRINK. THIS WOULD BE OUR NIGHT TO SIT AND DRINK AND LOOK AT ONE ANOTHER.'

AFTER THE BIOGRAPHY, HE TORE THROUGH FITZGERALD'S STORIES, SEEING HIMSELF IN VARIOUS CHARACTERS.

'FORT SILL
MAY 25, 1939
VCLA

HELEN FONTAINE
444 E. 13TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO'

DAD DOES NOT MENTION IDENTIFYING WITH THE CHARACTER OF JIMMY GATZ, BUT THE PARALLELS ARE UNAVOIDABLE.

GATSBY'S SELF-WILLED METAMORPHOSIS FROM FARM BOY TO PRINCE IS IN MANY WAYS IDENTICAL TO MY FATHER'S.
LIKE GATSBY, MY FATHER FUELED THIS TRANSFORMATION WITH "THE COLOSSAL VITALITY OF HIS ILLUSION." UNLIKE GATSBY, HE DID IT ON A SCHOOLTEACHER'S SALARY.

IT'S THE GREAT AMERICAN NOVEL.

EVEN SO, HIS NOBLESSE OBLIGE WAS ENTIRELY GENUINE.

MY FATHER EVEN LOOKED LIKE GATSBY, OR AT ANY RATE, LIKE ROBERT REDFORD IN THE 1974 MOVIE.

MY PARENTS TOOK US TO SEE THIS THE MOMENT IT OPENED.

Perhaps it seems like a colossal illusion on my part to compare my father to Robert Redford. Zelda Fitzgerald also had a fluid charm, it was said, which eluded the still camera.

(Annual School Portrait)

But he was more attractive than the photographic record reveals.
I think what was so alluring to my father about Fitzgerald’s stories was their inextricability from Fitzgerald’s life.

How could he produce Gatsby and party like that? I want you to go on a roaring drunk. I want to wake up somewhere not knowing how I got there like they did in Ginevra.

Such a suspension of the imaginary in the real was, after all, my father’s stock in trade.

Man, being in this room is like going back in time. What’s this shit?

Sherry. Want some?

And living with it took a toll on the rest of us.

That was John on the phone. He’s been waiting for you to pick him up from Cub Scouts for half an hour.
If my father was a Fitzgerald character, my mother stepped right out of Henry James—A vigorous American idealist ensnared by degenerate continental forces.

Wanna come along?

In fact, in college she played the lead in The Heiress, which is based on James's novel Washington Square.

A plain, dull, but wealthy young woman falls in love with the smooth-talking fortune hunter, Morris Townsend.

I am not very good at this kind of conversation.

Neither am I. I am afraid that is our trouble— I am not a glib man, Miss Sloper.

In a twist on the usual heterosexual trope...

...Catherine is the lover, and Morris, the beloved.

Oh, father, don't you think he's the most beautiful man you've ever seen?

He is very good-looking.

I bought you a set of buttons... rubies and pearls.

My dear, dear girl.
EMPLOY THESE ALLUSIONS TO JAMES AND FITZGERALD NOT ONLY AS DESCRIPTIVE DEVICES, BUT BECAUSE MY PARENTS ARE MOST REAL TO ME IN FICTIONAL TERMS.

AND PERHAPS MY COOL AESTHETIC DISTANCE ITSELF DOES MORE TO CONVEY THE ARCTIC CLIMATE OF OUR FAMILY THAN ANY PARTICULAR LITERARY COMPARISON.

MEATBALLS

MY PARENTS SEEMED ALMOST EMBARRASSED BY THE FACT OF THEIR MARRIAGE. THERE WAS NO STORY, FOR EXAMPLE, OF HOW THEY MET.

HOW DID YOU MEET DAD?
I don't remember. Keep mixing. I need to concentrate on what I'm doing.

They did not use terms of endearment. The days of my father's sentimental letters were long gone.

In fact, he perversely avoided addressing my mother with even her given name.

I witnessed only two gestures of affection between them. Once my father gave my mother a chaste peck before leaving on a weekend trip.

It's for you.

We all knew who you was.

And one time my mother put her hand on his back as we were watching TV.

These stray rents in the otherwise seamless fabric of their antagonism...

I'm warning you. You can't keep doing this.

I'll do whatever I goddamn please.

On both occasions I was astonished and discomfited.
...were very nearly as unnerving as the antagonism itself.

**WHAT WAS THAT?**

SOUNDS LIKE HE KNOCKED A STACK OF BOOKS OFF THE DESK.

**CRASH!**

My parents met, I eventually extracted from my mother, in a performance of the taming of the shrew.

**...AND TO CONCLUDE, WE HAVE 'GREED' SO WELL TOGETHER THAT UPON SUNDAY IS THE WEDDING DAY!**

It was a college production. My father had a bit part as one of the men. Mom played the lead.

**I'LL SEE THEE HANG'D ON SUNDAY FIRST.**

It's a troubling play, of course. The willful katherine's spirit is broken by the mercenary, domineering petruchio.

**I SAY IT IS THE MOON THAT SHINES SO BRIGHTLY.**

**I KNOW IT IS THE SUN THAT SHINES SO BRIGHTLY.**

I speculate on what attracted my father more—the role, the actress, or my mother herself.

**SAY AS HE SAYS, OR WE SHALL NEVER GO!**
Even in those prefeminist days, my parents must have found this relationship model to be problematic.

I say it is the moon.

I know it is the moon.

They would probably have been appalled at the suggestion that their own marriage would play out in a similar way.

You're the one with the problem, you crazy bitch!

Those are library books!

If the Taming of the Shrew was a harbinger of my parents' later marriage, Henry James's The Portrait of a Lady runs more than a little parallel to their early days together.

Good. Take that back to the fucking library.
ISABEL ARCHER, THE HEROINE, LEAVES AMERICA FOR EUROPE. SHE'S FILLED WITH HEạcY NOTIONS ABOUT LIVING HER LIFE FREE FROM PROVINCIAL CONVENTION AND CONSTRAINT.

ISABEL TURNS DOWN A NUMBER OF WORTHY SUITORS, BUT PERVERSELY ACCEPTS GILBERT OSMOND, A CULTURED, DISSIPATED, AND PENNILESS EUROPEAN ART COLLECTOR.

(MOM'S PASSPORT FROM HER TRIP TO GERMANY TO MARRY MY FATHER)

PHOTOGRAPH ATTACHED
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

MY PARENTS MADE A TRIP TO PARIS SOON AFTER THEIR WEDDING, TO VISIT AN ARMY FRIEND OF MY FATHER'S.

LATER, MY MOTHER WOULD LEARN THAT DAD AND HIS FRIEND HAD BEEN LOVERS.

HE'S A WRITER. YOU'LL LOVE HIM.

THEY HAD A TERRIBLE FIGHT IN THE CAR.

CAN'T YOU READ A SIMPLE FUCKING MAP?!!

MUCH LIKE ISABEL ARCHER LEARNS THAT GILBERT HAD BEEN HAVING AN AFFAIR ALL ALONG WITH THE WOMAN WHO INTRODUCED THEM.
BUT TOO GOOD FOR HER OWN GOOD, ISABEL REMAINS WITH GILBERT...

NOW!

GET BACK IN HERE!

...AND DESPITE ALL HER YOUTHFUL HOPES TO THE CONTRARY, ENDS UP "GROUND IN THE VERY MILL OF THE CONVENTIONAL."

CRAZY BITCH.

IN A PASSPORT PHOTO TAKEN EIGHT YEARS LATER, MY MOTHER'S LUMINOUS FACE HAS GONE DULL.

THIS WAS FOR A THREE-WEEK TOUR OF EUROPE ON WHICH MY BROTHER CHRISTIAN AND I WERE BROUGHT ALONG.
I was a thrilling trip. In Switzerland I talked my parents into buying me hiking boots.

See? Girls wear them too.

In Cannes, I argued compellingly for the right to exchange my tank suit for a pair of shorts.

Such freedom from convention was intoxicating. But while our travels widened my scope, I suspect my parents felt their own dwindling.

Hurry up! We'll miss the plane!

This is too heavy!

Perhaps this was when I cemented the unspoken compact with them that I would never get married, that I would carry on to live the artist’s life they had each abdicated.

I don’t care! Move!

It would be a lot easier if you didn’t have your stupid giant shoes in here.
That is in fact what came to pass, but not in the way any of us had expected.

My realization at nineteen that I was a Lesbian came about in a manner consistent with my bookish upbringing.

A revelation not of the flesh, but of the mind.

I'd been having qualms since I was thirteen... ...when I first learned the word due to its alarming prominence in my dictionary.

Lesbian

les-bi-an  
(ˈlez-bé-an) adj, often cap 1: of or relating to or of the reputed homosexual band associated with Lesbos 2: of or relating to homosexuality between females lesbian n, often cap: a female homosexual les-bi-an-ism  
(ˈlez-bé-an-iz-əm) n: female homosexuality lesse majesty or lèse majesté  
(ˈlez-ˈmə-jə-stē) n: L. lessa majestas, lit. injured majesty I committed against a sovereign power b: an offense against the public interest

But now another book—a book about people who had completely cast aside their own qualms—elaborated on that definition.

Elsa

Nancy: Do you mind saying how old you are?

Elsa: I'm 77. I was born in December 1898.

Nancy: How long have you been a lesbian?

Elsa: I never understood what that means, because as far as I'm concerned I was born that way. I never had that crisis that people talk about these days—the feeling that you have to have some kind of indoctrination or trauma, or a coming-out ritual. I just knew that I was always interested in women.
That first volume led quickly to others.

A few days later I screwed up my courage and bought one.

This book referred to other books, which I sought out in the library.

One day it occurred to me that I could actually look up homosexuality in the card catalog.

I found a four-foot trove in the stacks which I quickly ravished.

And soon I was trolling even the public library, heedless of the risks.

Card, miss?
MY RESEARCHES WERE STIMULATING BUT SOLITARY.

IT BECAME CLEAR I WAS GOING TO HAVE TO LEAVE THIS ACADEMIC PLANE AND ENTER THE HUMAN FRAY.

I WENT TO A MEETING OF SOMETHING CALLED THE "GAY UNION," WHICH I OBSERVED IN PETRIFIED SILENCE.

BUT MY MERE PRESENCE, I FELT, HAD AMOUNTED TO A PUBLIC DECLARATION. I LEFT EXHILARATED.

IT WAS IN THAT TREMULOUS STATE THAT I DETERMINED TO TELL MY PARENTS. KEEPING IT FROM THEM HAD STARTED TO SEEM LUDICROUS ANYWAY.

OUT OF THE CLOSETS & INTO THE STREETS

Maurice Forster

The Gay Report

Homosexualities

Our Bodies Our Selves

WHAT ARE YOU READING? ANYTHING GOOD?

Uh...not really.
I did it via letter—a remote medium, but as I have explained, we were that sort of family.

My father called after receiving it. He seemed strangely pleased to think I was having some kind of orgy.

Everyone should experiment. It's healthy.

Mom wouldn't come to the phone.

But her return epistle arrived a week and a half later.

Uhh...she's watching something on TV. She was pretty upset.

As disapproval goes, I suppose it was rather mild.

I imagine that, if in the long run, your choice turns out to be a serious one, I could live with it, but I truly hope that this does not happen. There are dangers that your idealistic outlook seems not to have faced. I know you have probably absorbed my cynicism regarding romantic love, but surely the same problems, of歧视, and exploitation exist in this time to family and work; and I see your choice as a threat to both of these.

I would like to preserve those who differ with my own attitudes and give with me, but I'm not sure if it's possible. My life is tied firmly at this time to family and work, and I form values. You might be thinking with me. I would like to preserve those who differ with my own attitudes and give with me, but I'm not sure if it's possible. My life is tied firmly at this time to family and work, and I see your choice as a threat to both of these.

Still, I was devastated.
HER P.S. INSTRUCTED ME TO DESTROY
THE LETTER.

IN AN ATTEMPT TO SALVE THE WOUND,
I BOUGHT MYSELF A PRESENT.

A SYMBOL OF SELF-RELIANCE? AT ANY
RATE, IT SEEMED LIKE SOMETHING A
LESBIAN WOULD HAVE.

OPENING IT BACK IN MY ROOM, I ACCI-
DENTALLY CUT MY FINGER.

"SPARTAN" MODEL

I SMEARED THE BLOOD INTO MY JOURNAL, PLEASED BY THE OPPORTUNITY TO
TRANSMIT MY ANGUISH TO THE PAGE SO LITERALLY.

Thursday 21 February
Bizarre letter from Mom today.
One tantalizing sentence stands out:
"I still hurt from old wounds. I
have had to deal with this problem
in another form that almost resulted
in catastrophe. Do you know what
I am talking about?"
No! I don't! What the hell is going
on?
I responded to my mother's letter point by point.

And regarding your third paragraph, no, I have no idea what you're talking about. What catastrophe?

She filled me in a few days later.

Dad? With other men?

And boys, one time he almost got caught. And then there was the thing with Roy.

This abrupt and wholesale revision of my history—a history which, I might add, had already been revised once in the preceding months—left me stupefied.

Roy, our babysitter?!

But not quite stupefied enough—a condition which I remedied upon hanging up the phone.

Soon, however, I discovered an even more potent anesthetic.

Plastic tubing available at any hardware store

Simple mason jar

...and we need people to put up flyers about our conference.
THE NOTION THAT MY SORDID PERSONAL LIFE HAD SOME SORT OF LARGER IMPORT WAS STRANGE, BUT SEDUCTIVE.

FEMINISM IS THE THEORY. LESBIANISM IS THE PRACTICE.

AND BY MIDTERM I HAD BEEN SEDUCED COMPLETELY.

JOAN WAS A POET AND A "MATTRARCHIST." I SPENT VERY LITTLE OF THE REMAINING SEMESTER OUTSIDE HER BED.

I LOST MY BEARINGS. THE DICTIONARY HAD BECOME EROTIC.

OS-. MOUTH.
ORAL, OSCILLATE, OSCULATE, ORIFICE...

INDEX OF INDO-EUROPEAN ROOTS

OH.

THIS WAS STREWN WITH BOOKS, HOWEVER, IN WHAT WAS FOR ME A NOVEL FUSION OF WORD AND DEED.

SOME OF OUR FAVORITE CHILDHOOD STORIES WERE REVEALED AS PROPAGANDA.

GOD. CHRISTOPHER ROBIN'S A TOTAL IMPERIALIST!
...others as pornography. In the harsh light of my dawning feminism, everything looked different.

...the walls were wet and sticky, and peach juice was dripping from the ceiling. James opened his mouth and caught some of it on his tongue.

This entwined political and sexual awakening was a welcome distraction. The news from home was increasingly unsettling.

...it tasted delicious.

Ring!

Soon after Joan and I had moved in together for the summer, I got mom’s call about the divorce.

I’ve had it.

And two weeks after that, the call about the accident.

Is he dead?
OVER THE YEARS, MY MOTHER HAS GIVEN AWAY OR SOLD MOST OF DAD'S LIBRARY.

Joan, you've been so helpful with everything...

She began immediately after the funeral, bestowing a book on Joan.

Later, Joan wrote a poem about it.

You're sitting in the library feet up on his desk.

Your mother comes in her face warm and white floating gingerly over her bathrobe.

She tells me to choose a book.

Cloth-bound, grey and turquoise heavy in my hand as a turtle shell filled with mud.

Out of the hundreds of books on the shelves, I don't think she could have made a better choice.

How about this? Oh, I love Wallace Stevens. Do you know "Sunday Morning"? It's my favorite poem.

"Complacencies of the peignoir, and late coffee and oranges in a sunny chair..."
IT'S ABOUT THE CRUCIFIXION.

"...AND THE GREEN FREEDOM OF A COCKATOO UPON A RUG MINGLE TO DISSIPATE THE HOLY HUSH OF ANCIENT SACRIFICE."

(HONEST TO GOD, WE HAD A PAINTING OF A COCKATOO IN THE LIBRARY.)

IN MANY WAYS MY MOTHER'S CATHOLICISM WAS MORE FORM THAN CONTENT...

"SHE DREAMS A LITTLE AND SHE FEELS THE DARK ENCROACHMENT OF THAT OLD CATASTROPHE AS A CALM DARKENS AMONG WATER-LIGHTS."

...BUT SACRIFICE WAS A PRINCIPLE THAT SHE GRASPED INSTINCTIVELY.

HELEN, KEEP THIS. I'LL PICK SOMETHING ELSE.

NO, NO. TAKE IT.

PERHAPS SHE ALSO LIKED THE POEM BECAUSE ITS JUXTAPOSITION OF CATASTROPHE WITH A PLUSH DOMESTIC INTERIOR IS LIFE WITH MY FATHER IN A NUTSHELL.

DAD'S DEATH WAS NOT A NEW CATASTROPHE BUT AN OLD ONE THAT HAD BEEN UNFOLDING VERY SLOWLY FOR A LONG TIME.
Causality implies connection, contact of some kind, and however convincing they might be, you can't lay hands on a fictional character.

The idea that I caused his death by telling my parents I was a lesbian is perhaps illogical.

There's a scene in The Great Gatsby where a drunken party guest is carried away by the discovery that the volumes in Gatsby's library are not cardboard fakes.

"What thoroughness, what realism!" he exclaims. "Knew when to stop, too. Didn't cut the pages!"

What.

My father's books—the hardbound ones with their ragged dust jackets, the paperbacks with their creased spines—had clearly been read.
But in a way Gatsby's pristine books and my father's worn ones signify the same thing—the preference of fiction to reality.

If Fitzgerald's own life hadn't turned from fairy tale to tragedy, would his stories of disenchantment have resonated so deeply with my father?

I need a check.

Zelda, Scott and Scottie on the Riviera, 1924


What for?

My father was forty-four when he died, too.

Struck by the coincidence, I counted out their lifespans. The same number of months, the same number of weeks... but Fitzgerald lived three days longer.

Write it out and I'll sign it.

Some new Mad books. They cost $3.70.
FOR A WILD MOMENT I ENTERTAINED THE IDEA THAT MY FATHER HAD TIMED HIS DEATH WITH THIS IN MIND, AS SOME SORT OF DERANGED TRIBUTE.

BUT THAT WOULD ONLY CONFIRM THAT HIS DEATH WAS NOT MY FAULT. THAT, IN FACT, IT HAD NOTHING TO DO WITH ME AT ALL.

AND I'M RELUCTANT TO LET GO OF THAT LAST, TENUOUS BOND.
CHAPTER 4

IN THE SHADOW OF YOUNG GIRLS IN FLOWER
I HAVE SUGGESTED THAT MY FATHER KILLED HIMSELF, BUT IT'S JUST AS ACCURATE TO SAY THAT HE DIED GARDENING.

HE'D BEEN CLEARING BRUSH FROM THE YARD OF AN OLD FARMHOUSE HE WAS PLANNING TO RESTORE...

...AND HAD JUST CROSSED ROUTE 150 TO TOSS AN ARMLOAD OVER THE BANK.

THE TRUCK DRIVER DESCRIBED MY FATHER AS JUMPING BACKWARD INTO THE ROAD "AS IF HE SAW A SNAKE."

AND WHO KNOWS, PERHAPS HE DID.
OF ALL HIS DOMESTIC INCLINATIONS, MY FATHER’S DECIDED BENT FOR GARDENING WAS THE MOST REDOLENT TO ME OF THAT OTHER, MORE DEEPLY DISTURBING BENT.

I HATE FLOWERS.

SPRINKLE IN A LITTLE FERTILIZER, THEN PUT THE BULB IN POINTY SIDE UP.

WHAT KIND OF MAN BUT A SISSEY COULD POSSIBLY LOVE FLOWERS THIS ARDENTLY?

OUR HOME WAS AN EFFLORESCENCE OF BULBS, BUDS, AND BLOOMS, FLOWERS WILD AND CULTIVATED, NATIVE AND IMPORTED, FLOWERING VINES AND TREES...

SILK FLOWERS, GLASS FLOWERS, NEEDLEPOINT FLOWERS, FLOWER PAINTINGS AND, WHERE ANY OF THESE FAILED TO MATERIALIZE, FLORAL PATTERNS.

AT EASTER, DAD WOULD PAINT GOOSE EGGS WITH TWINING TEA ROSES.
DURING THE ENSUING HUNT, WE WOULD BE SURE TO FIND A YELLOW EGG IN A THATCH OF DAFFODILS, A LAVENDER EGG PASSING ITSELF OFF AS A CROCUS...

...AND NESTLED IN THE CRAB APPLE TREE, A PINK EGG THE PRECISE SHADE OF THE BLOSSOMS THAT WOULD SOON BURST FORTH THERE.

OUR GAMES OF BASEBALL—ALREADY LETHARGIC AFFAIRS—WOULD GRIND TO A HALT AS SOON AS THE BALL ROLLED NEAR A PERENNIAL BORDER.

THERE MY FATHER WOULD BECOME LOST TO US IN A REVERY OF WEEDING.

DRAT.

DAD, COME ON!

FORGET IT.

AT THE FUN HOME, DAD WOULD TAKE A BREAK FROM HIS GRISLY CHORES TO TWEAK THE STIFF ARRANGEMENTS DELIVERED BY THE FLORIST.

UGLY AS THESE WERE, THEIR QUICK, DAMP SCENT MASKED THE ODOR OF FORMALDEHYDE.
IF MY FATHER HAD A FAVORITE FLOWER, IT WAS THE LILAC.

A TRAGIC BOTANICAL SPECIMEN, INvariably BEGINning TO FADE EVEN BEFORE REACHING ITS PEAK.

We stopped for a moment by the fence. Lilac-time was nearly over; some of the trees still thrust aloft, in tall purple chandeliers, their tiny balls of blossom, but in many places among their foliage where, only a week before, they had still been breaking in waves of fragrant foam, these were now spent and shrivelled and discoloured, a hollow scum, dry and scentless. My grandfather pointed out to my father in what respects the appearance of

THAT'S HOW PROUST DESCRIBES THE LILACS BORDERING SWANN'S WAY IN REMEMBRANCE OF THINGS PAST.

MY FATHER, AS I SAY, HAD BEGUN READING THIS THE YEAR BEFORE HE DIED.

COME ON. WE'RE GOING DOGWOOD-NAPPING. I FOUND SOME BEAUTS ON THE MOUNTAIN ROAD.
AFTER THE LILAC PASSAGE, PROUST DESCRIBES SWANN'S GARDEN IN A FEAT OF BOTH LITERARY AND HORTICULTURAL VIRTUOSITY THAT CLIMAXES IN THE NARRATOR'S RAPTUROUS COMMUNION WITH THE PINK BLOSSOMS OF THE HAWTHORN HEDGE.

THEM, SURROUNDED BY JASMINE, VERBENA, AND PANSIES, SAT A LITTLE GIRL.

GET THE PEAT MOSS.

THE YOUNG NARRATOR, FAILING TO DISTINGUISH THIS GIRL, GILBERTE, FROM THE GENERAL FLORAL FECUNDITY, INSTANTLY FELL IN LOVE WITH HER.

A PINK DOGWOOD FLOWER IS THE MOST BEAUTIFUL SHADE OF PINK IN THE WORLD.

IF THERE WAS EVER A BIGGER PANSY THAN MY FATHER, IT WAS MARCEL PROUST.
Proust would have intense, emotional friendships with fashionable women...

...but it was young, often straight, men with whom he fell in love.

Knock Knock

Oh, hi, Roy. He's out back.

He would also fictionalize real people in his life by transposing their gender—the narrator's lover Albertine, for example, is often read as a portrait of Proust's beloved chauffeur/secretary, Alfred.

My father could not afford a chauffeur/secretary.

But he did spring for the occasional yardwork assistant/babysitter.

I was just about to have a beer. Then we'll work on the flagstones.
HE WOULD CULTIVATE THESE YOUNG MEN LIKE ORCHIDS.

OUTDOOR SPEAKERS ROY HELPED TO INSTALL...

I GOT THE BLIND FAITH ALBUM.

I ADMIRE THEIR MASCULINE CHARMS MYSELF.

MAKE A MUSCLE!

INDEED, I HAD BECOME A CONNOISSEUR OF MASCULINITY AT AN EARLY AGE.

THE RIFLEMAN

I SENSED A CHINK IN MY FAMILY'S ARMOR, AN UNDEFENDED GAP IN THE CIRCLE OF OUR WAGONS WHICH CRIED OUT, IT SEEMED TO ME, FOR SOME PLAIN, TWO-FISTED SINEW.
I measured my father against the grimy deer hunters at the gas station uptown, with their yellow workboots and shorn-sheep haircuts.

**Atlantic**

Lubrication

Washing

The ever-present chew tin

And where he fell short, I stepped in.

Where's your barrette?

It keeps the hair out of your eyes.

So would a crewcut.

I counted as an indication of my success the nickname bestowed on me by my older cousins.

Hey, butch! Think fast?

No one needed to explain what it meant.
IT WAS SELF-DESCRIPTIVE. CROPPED, CURT, PERCUSSIVE. PRACTICALLY ONOMATOPOEIC. AT ANY RATE, THE OPPOSITE OF SISsy.

AND DESPITE THE TYRANNICAL POWER WITH WHICH HE HELD SWAY, IT WAS CLEAR TO ME THAT MY FATHER WAS A BIG SISsy.

WHAT DID YOU DO WITH YOUR BARRETTE?

PROUST REFERS TO HIS EXPLICITLY HOMOSEXUAL CHARACTERS AS "INVERTS." I'VE ALWAYS BEEN FOND OF THIS ANTIQUATED CLINICAL TERM.

IT FELL OUT!

I DON'T CARE! NEXT TIME I SEE YOU WITHOUT IT, I'LL WALE YOU.

OW!

BUT IN THE ADMITTEDLY LIMITED SAMPLE COMPRISING MY FATHER AND ME, PERHAPS IT IS SUFFICIENT.

IT'S IMPRECISE AND INSUFFICIENT, DEFINING THE HOMOSEXUAL AS A PERSON WHOSE GENDER EXPRESSION IS AT ODDS WITH HIS OR HER SEX.
NOT ONLY WERE WE INVETS. WE WERE INVERSIONS OF ONE ANOTHER.

WHILE I WAS TRYING TO COMPENSATE FOR SOMETHING UNMANLY IN HIM...

WHY CAN'T I WEAR MY SNEAKERS?

IT'S A WEDDING!
I WISH WE HAD SOME SORT OF STRAW HAT FOR YOU.

HE WAS ATTEMPTING TO EXPRESS SOMETHING FEMININE THROUGH ME.

VELVET!

YOU'RE GOING TO UPSTAGE THE BRIDE IN THAT SUIT.

LEAST GIRLY DRESS IN THE STORE

IT WAS A WAR OF CROSS-PURPOSES, AND SO DOOMED TO PERPETUAL ESCALATION.

(AND SEVEN YEARS AFTER THAT...)

YOU CAN'T GO OUT TO DINNER LIKE THAT. YOU LOOK LIKE A MISSIONARY.

YOU BOUGHT ME THIS STUPID SKIRT.
YOU NEED SOME PEARLS.
NO WAY!
WHAT'RE YOU AFRAID OF? BEING BEAUTIFUL? PUT IT ON, GODDAMN IT!
LEAVE ME ALONE!

BETWEEN US LAY A SLENDER DEMILITARIZED ZONE—OUR SHARED REVERENCE FOR MASCULINE BEAUTY.

BUT I WANTED THE MUSCLES AND TWEED LIKE MY FATHER WANTED THE VELVET AND PEARLS—SUBJECTIVELY, FOR MYSELF.

YOU SHOULD GET A SUIT WITH A VEST.

THE OBJECTS OF OUR DESIRE WERE QUITE DIFFERENT.

NICE. I SHOULD.
Shortly after Dad died, I was rooting through a box of family photos and came across one I had never seen.

It's low-contrast and out of focus, but the subject is clearly our yardwork assistant/babysitter, Roy.

It appears to have been taken on a vacation when I was eight, a trip on which Roy accompanied my father, my brothers, and me to the Jersey Shore while my mother visited her old roommate in New York City.

I remember the hotel room. My brothers and I slept in one adjoining it.

The blurriness of the photo gives it an ethereal, painterly quality. Roy is gilded with morning seaside light. His hair is an aureole.

In fact, the picture is beautiful, but would I be assessing its aesthetic merits so calmly if it were of a seventeen-year-old girl? Why am I not properly outraged?
Perhaps I identify too well with my father's illicit awe. A trace of this seems caught in the photo, just as a trace of Roy has been caught on the light-sensitive paper.

The picture was in an envelope labeled "family" in Dad's handwriting, along with other shots from the same trip.

The borders of all the photos are printed "Aug 69," but on the one of Roy, Dad has carefully blotted out the "69" and two small bullets on either side with a blue magic marker.

It's a curiously ineffectual attempt at censorship. Why cross out the year and not the month? Why, for that matter, leave the photo in the envelope at all?

In an act of prestidigitation typical of the way my father juggled his public appearance and private reality, the evidence is simultaneously hidden and revealed.
A PERUSAL OF THE NEGATIVES REVEALS THREE BRIGHT SHOTS OF MY BROTHERS AND ME ON THE BEACH FOLLOWED BY THE DARK, MURKY ONE OF ROY ON THE BED.

IN ONE OF PROUST'S SWEEPING METAPHORS, THE TWO DIRECTIONS IN WHICH THE NARRATOR'S FAMILY CAN OPT FOR A WALK--SWANN'S WAY AND THE GUERMANTES WAY--ARE INITIALLY PRESENTED AS DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSED.

BOURGEIOIS VS. ARISTOCRATIC, HOMO VS. HETERO, CITY VS. COUNTRY, EROS VS. ART, PRIVATE VS. PUBLIC.

BUT AT THE END OF THE NOVEL THE TWO WAYS ARE REVEALED TO CONVERGE--TO HAVE ALWAYS CONVERGED--THROUGH A VAST "NETWORK OF TRANSVERSALS."

AFTER A FEW DAYS AT THE BEACH, WE DROVE TO NEW YORK TO PICK MOM UP.

WE'RE UNDER THE MIDDLE OF THE RIVER.
She was staying on Bleecker Street with her friend Elly.

They had lived together nearby on Christopher Street before Mom married Dad.

Roy took us for a walk while Dad went up to the apartment. In the hot August afternoon, the city was reduced, like a long-simmering demiglace, to a fragrance of stunning richness and complexity.
I have a hallucinogenic memory of a throbbing welter of people in a large circle. It must have been Washington Square Park.

Maybe I was experiencing a contact high from the LSD trips no doubt swirling around us.

Or perhaps it was a contact high of a different sort. It had only been a few weeks since the Stonewall riots, I realize now.

And while I acknowledge the absurdity of claiming a connection to that mythologized flashpoint...

...might not a lingering vibration, a quantum particle of rebellion, still have hung in the humectant air?
AT THE VERY LEAST, THIS AFTERNOON IS A CURIOUS WATERSHED BETWEEN MY PARENTS’ YOUNG ADULTHOOD IN THE CITY A DECADE EARLIER, AND MY OWN A DECADE LATER.

I IMAGINE MY FATHER TAKING THE BUS UP FROM COLLEGE TO VISIT MY MOTHER, WALKING DOWN CHRISTOPHER STREET IN HIS BORROWED BROOKS BROTHERS FINERY.

HOW MUCH DID MY MOTHER’S MILIEU FACTOR INTO HIS ATTRACTION?

HAD HE SOMEHOW CONFLATED HER WITH HER ADDRESS, LIKE PROUST’S NARRATOR HAD WITH GILBERTE AND THE GARDEN?
I'VE NEVER BEEN INSIDE THE FRONT DOOR OF MOM'S OLD BUILDING, BUT I'M AS NOSTALGIC ABOUT IT AS IF I'D LIVED THERE MYSELF.

WHERE WAS YOUR APARTMENT?

4-E, UP THERE.

ON SUCCESSIVE VISITS TO THE CITY, I GREW TO KNOW THE NEIGHBORHOOD.

THIS IS CHUMLEY'S. DAD AND I USED TO COME DRINK HERE.

IT'S A BAR? HOW COME THERE'S NO SIGN?

YOU JUST HAVE TO KNOW ABOUT IT.

NEAT.

YEARS LATER, ON AN EVENING OF BAR-HOPPING, I ENTERED THIS ESTABLISHMENT WITH A GANG OF LESBIAN FRIENDS.

COVER'S FIFTEEN DOLLARS, LADIES.

FIFTEEN DOLLARS?!

WE LEFT, TOO NAIVE TO REALIZE WE'D BEEN EIGHTY-SIXED. I DIDN'T EVEN KNOW THE TERM EIGHTY-SIX. WHEN I DID LEARN IT, MY RETROACTIVE MORTIFICATION WAS SOFTENED BY THE KNOWLEDGE THAT I'D TAKEN PART IN SUCH A LEXICOGRAPHICAL EVENT.

by this gun. 3. Slang A piano. [Sense 3a, 86, eight-scored.] 2. Slang A round of keys. eight·y·six or 86 (à'té-siks') tr.v. eight·y·six·ing, eight·y·six·es or 86·ed, 86·ing, 86·es Slang 1. To refuse to serve (an unwelcome customer) at a bar or restaurant. 2a. To throw out; eject. b. To throw away; discard. [Perhaps after Chumley's bar and restaurant at 86 Bedford Street in Greenwich Village, New York City.]

ein suff. A chemical compound related to a specified compound with
I'd come to New York after college, expecting a bohemian refuge...

Yeah, you.

Um...that was very brave of you. I've never had the nerve to approach anyone in here.

Once, my mother shared a glimpse of life there in the old days.

Oh, I'm used to it. Here, I'd like to invite you to a radical women meeting. Are you familiar with us?

We used to hear lesbians fighting down on the street outside the bars. We thought it was so funny and sad.

If her comment was an attempt to sway me from my course, it failed utterly. I became fascinated with lesbian pulp fiction from the fifties—the bar raids and the illegal cross-dressing.

If the cops searched me, could I pass the three-articles-of-women's-clothing rule?
Would I have had the guts to be one of those Eisenhower-era butches?

Or would I have married and sought succor from my high school students?

In Dad's edition of Proust, the title of Volume Four is chastely translated as Cities of the Plain from the French Sodome et Gomorrhe.

What are French cuffs?
The original title of Volume Two is À l’ombre des jeunes filles en fleurs, literally "in the shadow of young girls in flower."

They fold back, and you have to close them with cufflinks.

The translation to Within a Budding Grove shifts the emphasis primly from the erotic to the botanical.

And budding is the only possible word to describe the painful, itchy beginnings of my breasts, at twelve.

But of course, as Proust himself so lavishly illustrates, Eros and Botany are pretty much the same thing.

It’s true I had not wanted to grow breasts, but it never occurred to me that they would hurt.

Nor had I expected them to be so oddly cartilaginous. Accidental impact was excruciating.

Swollen
Tender

I want a custom-made shirt. With French cuffs.
CAN I GET ONE? STRIPED, WITH A WHITE COLLAR AND FRENCH CUFFS?

WE'D HAVE TO MEASURE YOUR...APPENDAGES.

I STILL DON'T KNOW EXACTLY WHAT HE MEANT BY THAT, BUT I STOPPED ASKING FOR A CUSTOM-MADE SHIRT.

WHEN I WAS TEN, TWO YEARS AFTER OUR SEASIDE JAUNT WITH ROY, MY FATHER HAD FOUND SOMEONE NEW TO HELP WITH THE YARDWORK.

WHY DO YOU ALWAYS HAVE THAT KNIFE?

IT'S HANDY FOR ALL KINDS OF THINGS.

BILL WAS THE OUTDOORS TYPE.

SO INSTEAD OF GOING TO THE BEACH, WE WENT CAMPING.

HOW ARE YOU GOING TO KEEP THE BACON AND MILK COLD?

THERE'S A SPRING. WE'LL PUT IT IN THE WATER.

WHY AREN'T YOU COMING, MOMMY?
The plan was to go to our family's deer camp, called the bullpen.

I don't like the woods.

I'm gonna go get the key from Uncle Fred.

Me too.

The bullpen was out in the forest of the Allegheny Plateau, which once stretched undifferentiated all the way to Lake Erie.

Oh, and, Bruce, can you take this with you? If Elsie finds it she'll have my hide.

Now it was gouged with vast strip mines. My brothers and I were excited about seeing the monstrous shovels that tore off whole mountaintops.

There's some mining going on just down the road. Big as houses, those rigs.

What is this?

Don't open it. It's dirty. I'll be right back.

It looked clean enough to me.
I felt as if I'd been stripped naked myself, inexplicably ashamed, like Adam and Eve.

Once we were at the bullpen, my brothers discovered the calendar.

The shovel wasn't running, but the operator let us into the cab.

That afternoon, we drove out to the strip mine.
INSIDE I WAS ASTONISHED BY WHAT STRUCK ME AS A BIZARRE COINCIDENCE.

AS THE MAN SHOWED US AROUND, IT SEEMED IMPERATIVE THAT HE NOT KNOW I WAS A GIRL.

MY BROTHER IGNORED ME, BUT LOOKING BACK, MY STRATAGEM STRIKES ME AS A PRECOCIOUS FEAT OF PROUSTIAN TRANPOSITION—

---NOT TO MENTION A TIDY MELDING OF PROUSTS REAL ALFRED AND HIS FICTIONAL ALBERTINE.

CALL ME ALBERT INSTEAD OF ALISON.

WHAT?

--JUST DO IT.
THE NEXT DAY, DAD WENT BACK TO TOWN FOR A FUNERAL. BILL SHOWED MY BROTHERS AND ME HOW TO SHOOT HIS .22. NONE OF US COULD MANAGE TO PULL THE TRIGGER.

GO AHEAD, PULL.

I AM!

THAT'S WEIRD. I COULD DO IT FINE WHEN I WAS YOUR AGE.

ABASHED, WE SLUNK INTO THE WOODS TO GET CANS OF POP FROM THE SPRING.

IT WAS PROBABLY A BLACK RAT SNAKE, WHICH, I HAVE LEARNED, CAN GROW TO SEVEN FEET LONG.
BILL! BILL! BILL!

THERE'S A SNAKE IN THE SPRING! IT'S SIX FEET LONG!

IT'S GIGANTIC!

I WAS SHOCKED WHEN BILL GRABBED THE GUN.

THEN RELIEVED AND SOMewhat EMBARRASSED THAT THE SNAKE WAS GONE.

ON THE DRIVE HOME, A POSTLAPSIAN MELANCHOLY CREEPT OVER ME. I HAD FAILED SOME UNSPOKEN INITIATION RITE, AND LIFE'S POSSIBILITIES WERE NO LONGER INFINITE.
WHAT IF MY FATHER HAD SEEN A SNAKE THE SIZE OF THAT ONE?

THE SERPENT IS A VEXINGLY AMBIGUOUS ARCHETYPE.

IT'S OBVIOUSLY A PHALLUS, YET A MORE ANCIENT AND UNIVERSAL SYMBOL OF THE FEMININE PRINCIPLE WOULD BE HARD TO COME BY.

PERHAPS THIS UNDIFFERENTIATION, THIS NONDUALITY, IS THE POINT.

IT WAS --- IT WAS DRINKING!

BATHS. NOW.

MAYBE THAT'S WHAT'S SO UNSETTLING ABOUT SNAKES.

IT WAS HUGE!

THEY ALSO IMPLY CYCLICALITY, LIFE FROM DEATH, CREATION FROM DESTRUCTION.

SEE? THIS IS HOW YOU'D LOOK IF YOU HAD LONG HAIR AND PULLED IT BACK IN A PONYTAIL.

GOOD NIGHT.

MOMMM!
AND IN A WAY, YOU COULD SAY THAT MY FATHER'S END WAS MY BEGINNING.

OR MORE PRECISELY, THAT THE END OF HIS LIE COINCIDED WITH THE BEGINNING OF MY TRUTH.

BECAUSE I'D BEEN LYING TOO, FOR A LONG TIME. SINCE I WAS FOUR OR FIVE.

DAD HAD TAKEN ME WITH HIM ON A BUSINESS TRIP TO PHILADELPHIA.

IN THE CITY, IN A LUNCHEONETTE...

...WE SAW A MOST UNSETTLING SIGHT.
I didn’t know there were women who wore men’s clothes and had men’s haircuts.

But like a traveler in a foreign country who runs into someone from home—someone they’ve never spoken to, but know by sight—I recognized her with a surge of joy.

Dad recognized her too.

Is that what you want to look like?
WHAT ELSE COULD I SAY?

NO.

BUT THE VISION OF THE TRUCK-DRIVING BULLDYKE SUSTAINED ME THROUGH THE YEARS.

...AS PERHAPS IT HAUNTED MY FATHER.

AFTER DAD DIED, AN UPDATED TRANSLATION OF PROUST CAME OUT. REMEMBRANCE OF THINGS PAST WAS RE-TITLED IN SEARCH OF LOST TIME.

THE NEW TITLE IS A MORE LITERAL TRANSLATION OF À LA RECHERCHE DU TEMPS PERDU, BUT IT STILL DOESN'T QUITE CAPTURE THE FULL RESONANCE OF PERDU.

THIS MEANS NOT JUST LOST BUT RUINED, UNDONE, WASTED, WRECKED, AND SPOILED.
WHAT’S LOST IN TRANSLATION IS THE COMPLEXITY OF LOSS ITSELF. IN THE SAME BOX WHERE I FOUND THE PHOTO OF ROY, THERE’S ONE OF DAD AT ABOUT THE SAME AGE.

HE’S WEARING A WOMEN’S BATHING SUIT. A FRATERNITY PRANK? BUT THE POSE HE STRIKES IS NOT MINCING OR SILLY AT ALL. HE’S LISSOME, ELEGANT.

IN ANOTHER PICTURE, HE’S SUNBATHING ON THE TARPAPER ROOF OF HIS FRAT HOUSE JUST AFTER HE TURNED TWENTY-TWO. WAS THE BOY WHO TOOK IT HIS LOVER?

AS THE GIRL WHO TOOK THIS POLAROID OF ME ON A FIRE ESCAPE ON MY TWENTY-FIRST BIRTHDAY WAS MINE?

Chapter 5

The Canary-Colored Caravan of Death
TWO NIGHTS BEFORE MY FATHER DIED, I DREAMED THAT I WAS OUT AT THE BULLPEN WITH HIM. THERE WAS A GLORIOUS SUNSET VISIBLE THROUGH THE TREES.

DAD! C'MON! LET'S GO UP THE HILL AND SEE IT!

AT FIRST HE IGNORED ME. I RACED OVER THE VELVETY MOSS IN MY BARE FEET.

WHEN HE FINALLY GOT THERE, THE SUN HAD SUNK BEHIND THE HORIZON AND THE BRILLIANT COLORS WERE GONE.

HURRY UP! IT'S AMAZING!

YOU MISSED IT! GOD, IT WAS BEAUTIFUL!
IF THIS WAS A PREMONITORY DREAM, I CAN ONLY SAY THAT ITS CONDOLENCE-CARD ASSOCIATION OF DEATH WITH A SETTING SUN IS MAUDLIN IN THE EXTREME.

YET MY FATHER DID POSsess A CERTAIN RADIANCE——

——Perhaps due to his habit of excessive, even idolatrous, sunbathing——

OFF TO CHURCH

——And so his death had an inevitably dimming, crepuscular effect. My cousin even postponed his annual fireworks display the night before the funeral.

WHY?

WELL, UH... OUT OF RESPECT FOR YOUR DAD.

I HAD BEEN HOPING FOR A MORE BLUNT RESPONSE, LIKE, "BECAUSE YOUR FATHER JUST DIED, YOU IDIOT."
MY NUMBNESS, ALONG WITH ALL THE MEALY-MOUTHED MOURNING, WAS MAKING ME IRRITABLE. WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF WE SPOKE THE TRUTH?

THE LORD MOVES IN MYSTERIOUS WAYS.

THERE'S NO MYSTERY! HE KILLED HIMSELF BECAUSE HE WAS A MANIC-DEPRESSIVE, CLOSETED FAG AND HE COULDN'T FACE LIVING IN THIS SMALL-MINDED SMALL TOWN ONE MORE SECOND.

I DIDN'T FIND OUT.

THE LORD MOVES IN MYSTERIOUS WAYS.

YES. HE DOES.

I'D KILL MYSELF TOO IF I HAD TO LIVE HERE.

WHEN I THINK ABOUT HOW MY FATHER'S STORY MIGHT HAVE TURNED OUT DIFFERENTLY, A GEOGRAPHICAL RELOCATION IS USUALLY INVOLVED.

BEECH CREEK — Bruce Bechdel, 44, of Maple Avenue, Beech Creek, well-known funeral director and high school teacher, died of multiple injuries suffered when he was struck by a tractor-trailer along Route 150, about two miles north of Beech Creek at 11:10 a.m. Wednesday.

He was pronounced dead on arrival at Lock Haven Hospital while standing on the berm, police said.

Bechdel was born in Beech Creek on April 8, 1936 and was the son of Dorothy Bechdel Bechdel, who survives and lives in Beech Creek, and the late Claude H. Bechdel.

He operated the Bruce A. Bechdel Funeral Home in Beech Creek and was also an English teacher at Bald Eagle-Nittany Institute of Mortuary Science.

He served in the U.S. Army in Germany.

Bechdel was president of the Clinton County Historical Society and was instrumental in the restoration of the Heisey Museum after the 1972 flood and in 1978 he and his wife, the former Helen Fontana, received the annual Clinton County Historical Society preservation award for the work at their Victorian house in Beech Creek.

As a member of the Daughters of the American Revolution, the American Legion and di of directors of the Playhouse, National Council of Teachers of English, Phi Kappa Psi fraternity and was a deacon at the Blanchard...

IF ONLY HE'D BEEN ABLE TO ESCAPE THE GRAVITATIONAL TUG OF BEECH CREEK, I TELL MYSELF, HIS PARTICULAR SUN MIGHT NOT HAVE SET IN SO PRECIPITATE A MANNER.
Perhaps the peculiar topography really did exert some kind of pull.

We lived right on the Allegheny Front, where the vast forest of the Allegheny Plateau...

The Appalachian ridges—many longer than Hadrian's Wall—historically discouraged cultural exchange. My grandmother, for example, was a Bechdel even before she married my grandfather, and in our town of 800 souls, there were 26 Bechdel families listed in the phone book.

This despite the fact that people could easily drive around the mountains by the time my father was a child.
AND BY THE TIME OF MY OWN CHILDHOOD, THEY COULD DRIVE EVEN MORE EASILY RIGHT ACROSS THEM.

INTERSTATE 80 HAD JUST BEEN BLASTED THROUGH THE RIDGE BEYOND OURS.

ON ITS WAY FROM CHRISTOPHER STREET TO THE CASTRO, IT PASSED ONLY FOUR MILES FROM OUR HOUSE—ALBEIT ON THE OTHER SIDE OF BALD EAGLE MOUNTAIN.

THIS MASSIVE EARTHEN BERM EFFECTIVELY DEADENED ANY HINT OF NOISE FROM THE GLORIOUS THOROUGHFARE...

...EXCEPT ON STILL, HOT NIGHTS WHEN THE HUMIDITY WAS PARTICULARLY CONDUCTIVE.
OUR SUN ROSE OVER BALD EAGLE MOUNTAIN'S HAZY BLUE FLANK.

(WE SAW LOTS OF SUNRISES IN 1974, THANKS TO THE ENERGY CRISIS AND THE YEAR-ROUND DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME IT ENTAILED.)

AND IT SET BEHIND THE STRIP MINE-POCKED PLATEAU...

WITH SIMILAR PERVERSITY, THE SPARKLING CREEK THAT COURSED DOWN FROM THE PLATEAU AND THROUGH OUR TOWN WAS CRYSTAL CLEAR PRECISELY BECAUSE IT WAS POLLUTED.

...TYPICALLY WITH SOME DEGREE OF PYROTECHNIC SPLENDOR, DUE TO PARTICULATES FROM THE PRE-CLEAN AIR ACT PAPER MILL TEN MILES AWAY.

MINE RUNOFF HAD LEFT THE WATER TOO ACIDIC TO SUPPORT LIFE OF ANY KIND.
I was inspired to poetry myself by these picturesque surroundings, at the age of seven.

Wading in this fishless creek and swooning at the salmon sky, I learned firsthand that most elemental of all ironies.

Spring

Spring is very nice you know, not a bit of ice or snow!

I showed it to my father, who improvised a second stanza on the spot.

Lilacs, tulips, and daffodils peek their heads o'er the windowsills.

That, as Wallace Stevens put it in mom's favorite poem, "Death is the mother of beauty."

Limp with admiration, I added his lines to my typescript.

...then illustrated the page with a muddy watercolor sunset.
IN THE FOREGROUND STANDS A MAN, MY SAD PROXY, GAZING ON THE UNTIMELY ECLIPSE OF HIS CREATIVE LIGHT.

WE HAD A HUGE, OVERSIZE COLORING BOOK OF E.H. SHEPARD'S ILLUSTRATIONS FOR THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS.

SPRING

SPRING IS VERY NICE YOU KNOW NOT A BIT OF ICE OR SNOW!
LILACS TO LIPS AND DAPTOIDS PEAK THEIR HEADS IN THE WINDOW SILL.

DAD HAD READ ME BITS OF THE STORY FROM THE REAL BOOK. IN ONE SCENE, THE CHARMING SOCIOPATH MR. TOAD PURCHASES A GYPSY CARAVAN.

I NEVER WROTE ANOTHER POEM. AND SOON, I ABANDONED COLOR TOO.

I WAS FILLING THIS IN ONE DAY WITH MY FAVORITE COLOR, MIDNIGHT BLUE.

WHAT ARE YOU DOING? THAT'S THE CANARY-COLORED CARAVAN!
HERE. I’LL DO THE REST IN YELLOW, AND YOUR BLUE SIDE WILL BE IN SHADOW.

IT WAS A CRAYONIC TOUR DE FORCE.

LOOK. BY ADDING THIN LAYERS OF GOLDENROD AND YELLOW–ORANGE, I GET A RICHER COLOR.

MY MOTHER’S TALENTS WERE NO LESS DAUNTING. ONCE I WENT WITH HER TO A HOUSE WHERE SHE ARGUED WITH A STRANGE MAN, AS IF SHE KNEW HIM INTIMATELY.

A LOT OF WOMEN I KNOW WOULD HAVE BROUGHT THEIR WHOLE FAMILIES TO LIVE OFF YOU. ALL I BROUGHT WAS GRANDMA. GRANDMA IS ALL THE FAMILY I HAVE.

I FEEL VERY FORTUNATE.

THIS WAS ACTING.

I HAVE A RIGHT TO LIVE OFF YOU BECAUSE I MARRIED YOU, AND BECAUSE I USED TO LET YOU GET ON TOP OF ME AND BUMP YOUR UGLIES.

SHE COULD ALSO PLAY ASTONISHING THINGS ON THE PIANO, EVEN THE MUSIC FROM THE DOWNY COMMERCIAL ON TV.
SEVERAL YEARS AFTER DAD DIED, MOM WAS USING OUR OLD TAPE RECORDER TO REHEARSE FOR A PLAY. SHE READ FROM THE SCRIPT, LEAVING PAUSES WHERE IT WAS HER CHARACTER'S TURN TO SPEAK.

MORNING'S AT SEVEN, ACT ONE.

CORAL: THANKS FOR ASKING TO RUB IT, THOUGH.

THOR: NOTHING.

THOR: WELL, SHE TOLD ME SHE DIDN'T WANT ME TO RUB HER BACK FOR HER.

WHEN SHE CHECKED TO MAKE SURE THE MACHINE WAS RECORDING PROPERLY...

...SHE REALIZED THAT SHE WAS TAPING OVER MY FATHER'S VOICE.

KIKKLIK...

...AND SMALL, MULLIONED WINDOWS, SIX PANES OVER NINE. AFTER THE FLOOD OF 1865, IT WAS RADICALLY ALTERED BY THE NEW OWNER INTO A GOthic REVIVAL COTTAGE STYLE...
This owner changed the roofs, the porches, the chimneys, the fireplaces, the walls, the woodwork, until it became a stylish town house suitable for a prosperous lawyer’s family.

It’s jarring to hear my father speak from beyond the grave.

Proceeding to the east parlor, with its boldly scrolled rococo papers and its bordered wall-to-wall carpet, you will see the showplace room of the house.

But the most arresting thing about the tape is its evidence of both my parents at work, intent and separate.

He’s not talking about our house. He’s preparing a guided tour of a museum run by the county historical society, of which he was president.

Rub her back for her. KKKKLICK... and small, mullioned windows...

Their rapt immersion evokes a familiar resentment in me.

It’s childish, perhaps, to grudge them the sustenance of their creative solitude.

I’m hungry!

I’ll make lunch in fifteen minutes.
BUT IT WAS ALL THAT SUSTAINED THEM, AND WAS THUS ALL-CONSUMING.

FROM THEIR EXAMPLE, I LEARNED QUICKLY TO FEED MYSELF.

IT WAS A VICIOUS CIRCLE, THOUGH. THE MORE GRATIFICATION WE FOUND IN OUR OWN GENIUSES, THE MORE ISOLATED WE GREW.

OUR HOME WAS LIKE AN ARTISTS' COLONY. WE ATE TOGETHER, BUT OTHERWISE WERE ABSORBED IN OUR SEPARATE PURSUITS.

AND IN THIS ISOLATION, OUR CREATIVITY TOOK ON AN ASPECT OF COMPULSION.
MY ACTUAL OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE DISORDER BEGAN WHEN I WAS TEN.

19...20, 21, 22, 23...

FIRST IT INVOLVED A LOT OF COUNTING. TRYING TO MANIPULATE THE SLIGHTLY LEAKY BATHTUB FAUCET WITH MY TOE SO THAT IT WOULD STOP ON AN EVEN NUMBER OF DRIPS.

ODD NUMBERS AND MULTIPLES OF THIRTEEN WERE TO BE AVOIDED AT ALL COSTS.

CROSSING THRESHOLDS BECAME A TIME-CONSUMING PROCEDURE SINCE I HAD TO TABULATE THE NUMBER OF EDGES OF FLOORING I SAW THERE.

24, 25...26?! 27, 28...

IF THESE FAILED TO ADD UP TO AN EVEN NUMBER, I'D INCLUDE ANOTHER SUBDIVISION, PERHAPS THE SMALL GROOVES IN THE METAL STRIP.

THEN CAME THE INVISIBLE SUBSTANCE THAT HUNG IN DOORWAYS, AND THAT, I SOON REALIZED, HUNG LIKE SWAGS OF DRAPERY BETWEEN ALL SOLID OBJECTS.
This had to be gathered and dispersed constantly, to keep it away from my body—to avoid in particular inhaling or swallowing it.

Despite my unrelenting vigilance, these efforts fell short. Odd numbers and multiples of thirteen were everywhere.

And festoons of the noxious substance proliferated beyond my control. So my preventive measures spawned more stopgap measures.

If I hadn't successfully navigated a doorway, for example, I could recite a special incantation.

Endora! Turn me back this instant!

And to ensure that the incantation would be effective, I could repeat it, this time with hand gestures.

If my day went well, I tried to duplicate as many of its conditions as possible. And if it didn't, I made small adjustments to my regimen.

MOMM! She's doin' it!

It's Tuesday... don't wear a Scots brand T-shirt.
Life had become a laborious round of chores.

At the end of the day, if I undressed in the wrong order, I had to put my clothes back on and start again.

(After I cleared it away, the invisible substance would immediately replenish itself.)

It took several painstaking minutes to line up my shoes exactly, so as to show neither one preference.

(The left one was my father.)

(The right one was my mother.)

No matter how tired I was after all this, I had to kiss each of my stuffed animals—and not just in a perfunctory way. Then I'd bring one of the three bears to bed with me, alternating nightly between mother, father, and baby.

Though it verges on the bathetic, I should point out that no one had kissed me good night in years.
I knew she'd gotten this from Dr. Spock. I had spent many an hour browsing in that edifying volume.

**Projectile Vomiting?** (Mom kept it in a drawer next to her chair.)

**Undescended Testicles?**

So close, in fact, that I wonder if perhaps that's where I picked them up.

FROM SIX TO ELEVEN

feeling that you ought to. It's what a psychiatrist calls a compulsion. Other examples are touching every third picket in a fence, making numbers come out even in some way, saying certain words before going through a door. If you think you have made a mistake, you must go way back to where you were absolutely sure that you were right, and start over again.

Everybody has hostile feelings at times toward the people who are close to him, but his conscience would
THE EXPLANATION OF REPRESSED HOSTILITY MADE NO SENSE TO ME. I CONTINUED READING, SEARCHING FOR SOMETHING MORE CONCRETE.

WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN? WE ATE TWO HOURS AGO!

I LEARNED ABOUT TICS, AND SOMETHING CALLED ST. VITUS’ DANCE.

BUT THESE NERVOUS HABITS AND INVOLUNTARY TWITCHES WERE CHILD’S PLAY TO THE DARK FEAR OF ANNIHILATION THAT MOTIVATED MY OWN RITUALS.

STILL, I LIKED DR. SPOCK. READING HIM WAS A CURIOUS EXPERIENCE IN WHICH I WAS BOTH SUBJECT AND OBJECT, MY OWN PARENT AND MY OWN CHILD.

DON’T WALK AWAY FROM ME!

GOOD. I FLUSHED YOUR SUPPER DOWN THE TOILET.

FOR CRIS SAKES! I STOPPED FOR A HOT DOG!

IT WAS A SELF-Soothing, AUTISTIC LOOP.

AND INDEED, IF OUR FAMILY WAS A SORT OF ARTISTS’ COLONY, COULD IT NOT BE EVEN MORE ACCURATELY DESCRIBED AS A MILDLY AUTISTIC COLONY?

OUR SELVES WERE ALL WE HAD.
AND MY FATHER'S LIFE WAS A SOLIPSISTIC CIRCLE OF SELF, FROM AUTODIDACT TO AUTOCRAT TO AUTOCIDE.

THEN THERE'S MY OWN COMPULSIVE PROPENSITY TO AUTOBIOGRAPHY.

AT SOME POINT DURING MY OBSESSIVE-COMPULSIVE SPELL, I BEGAN A DIARY.

AND APPROPRIATELY ENOUGH, MY FIRST ENTRY WAS MADE ON THAT MOVABLE FEAST OF MORTALITY, ASH WEDNESDAY.

ACTUALLY, THE FIRST THREE WORDS ARE IN MY FATHER'S HANDWRITING, AS IF HE WERE GIVING ME A JUMP START.

DAD GAVE ME A WALL CALENDAR FROM ONE OF HIS VENDORS TO WRITE IN, A CURIOUS MEMENTO MORI.

JUST WRITE DOWN WHAT'S HAPPENING.
The entries proceed blandly enough. Soon I switched to a date book from an insurance agency, which afforded more space.

Friday March 26

It was pretty warm out. I got out a Hardy Boy Book. Christian threw sand in John's face. He started to cry. I took him in. We went...

But in April, the minutely-lettered phrase I think begins to crop up between my comments.

I finished *The Cabin Island Mystery.* Dad ordered 10 reams of paper! We watched *The Brady Bunch.* I made popcorn. There is popcorn left over.

It was a sort of epistemological crisis. How did I know that the things I was writing were absolutely, objectively true?

My simple, declarative sentences began to strike me as hubristic at best, utter lies at worst.

The most sturdy nouns faded to faint approximations under my pen.

All I could speak for was my own perceptions, and perhaps not even those.

I think we Brady Bunch popcorn.

April 3
Thursday MAY 6

9 Steve N. broke his arm
10 Steve C. cut his leg with
   a Machete knife at camp. He
11 fainted! Mother
12 her hair done. I
13 a page of math. Dad helped me.

My diary was rapidly becoming as onerous as the rest of my life.

My mother apparently decided that giving me some attention might help, and began reading to me while I had my bath. But it was too much, too late.

113, 114, 115, 116...

...for of what use to anyone was a cripple-handed silversmith?

...I was so consumed with anxiety that she would stop, that I couldn't enjoy it.

Matters worsened in my diary. To save time I created a shorthand version of I think, a curvy circumflex.

Soon I began drawing it right over names and pronouns. It became a sort of amulet, warding off evil from my subjects.

Sun. JUNE 13

Mother and I went to church. Molly came home with us. We went swimming.

Dad and I brought up the cushions for the
Then I realized I could draw the symbol over an entire entry.

Things were getting fairly illegible by August, when we had our camping trip/initiation rite at the Bull Pen.

Dad got a dead person. We came to the Bull Pen. Bill Hart came with us. We went for a walk. It got dark. We saw falling stars.

Considering the profound psychic impact of that adventure, my notes on it are surprisingly cursory. No mention of the pin-up girl, the strip mine, or Bill's .22. Just the snake—and even that with an extreme economy of style.

Sat. August 14
We saw a snake. We had lunch.

Again, the troubling gap between word and meaning. My feeble language skills could not bear the weight of such a laden experience.
In a similar kind of language failure, in the local dialect the bullpen was said to be situated simply "out on the mountain," that is, on the plateau. In the primeval wilderness beyond the front, specificity is abandoned.

And hurtling toward New York City on Route 80, speed and pavement erased not just the names of things, but the particular, intimate contours of the landscape itself.

Listening to the museum-tour tape, I'm surprised by his thick Pennsylvania accent. Despite the refined subject matter, he sounds bumpkinish.

In the back display room is a fine, cherry Hepplewhite corner cupboard of about 1790. This was donated by the Kleckner family of Sugar Valley. On the wall are kitchen tools used by early farm families in the nineteenth century.
I hadn't remembered this about him. By the time he died, I had nearly succeeded in scrubbing those elongated vowels from my own speech.

Who's that from? My dad.

But my father was planted deep.

My deracination was kindly abetted by various friends at college.

Your day-ud?!

My dad, okay? My Daaaahd.

When he was in the army and dating my mother, he made plans for her to visit him at his parent's house on an upcoming leave.

I have things to do at home. A dogwood to put in the front lawn. Sandpit to put around the foundation planting. I want to work in the yard. There are plans, I will show you. The farm, the jungle, the old canal. Do you understand?

In an earlier letter to her, he describes a winter scene.

Yesterday we skated on Beech Creek for miles through the silvery grey woods. How can I explain the creek? There are holes and crusty spots and solid mirrorlike passageways. It's dark bluish green under the iron bridge. Then on down between the island and the locks of the old canal the ice is like crystal and pale green weeds wave back and forth over blue rocks.
In our Wind in the Willows coloring book, my favorite page was the map.

A map of the Wild Wood and surrounding country.

I took for granted the parallels between this landscape and my own. Our creek flowed in the same direction as Ratty's river.

Our house sat northeast of the creek, like Toad Hall does in relation to the river.

We had a canal, an island, a ford.

The plateau, like the Wild Wood, lay off to the west. And we spoke of the hill people who lived there much as Toad and his friends spoke of weasels and stoats.
But the best thing about the Wind in the Willows map was its mystical bridging of the symbolic and the real, of the label and the thing itself. It was a chart, but also a vivid, almost animated picture. Look closely...

**NEW IRON BRIDGE**

...and there's Mr. Toad speeding along in the car he bought after becoming disenchanted with his canary-colored caravan.

In September of my obsessive-compulsive year, there was a terrible accident on Route 150.

Three people were killed in a crash about two miles beyond the spot where Dad would die nine years later.

We'd never had a triple header at the fun home before.

**BECHDEL-FUNERAL HOME.**

One of the victims was a distant cousin of mine, a boy exactly my age.
Dad explained that he had died from a broken neck.

His skin was gray, which gave his bright blond crewcut the effect of yellow tint on a black-and-white photograph.

My diary entries for that weekend are almost completely obscured.

Sat. September 18

A.M. We watched cartoons. Dad showed us the dead people. They were cut up and stuff. Mother took John to a party.

P.M. Eve.

Sun. September 19

We didn't go to church. John looked at the Sears catalog. Dad had the funerals today. Mother went to the funeral home.
ON MONDAY MY BELABORED HAND IS INTERRUPTED BY MY MOTHER’S TIDY ONE.

FOR THE NEXT TWO MONTHS SHE TOOK DICTATION FROM ME, UNTIL MY "PENMANSHIP" IMPROVED.

THERE WAS A FIRE DRILL AND WE GOT FUDGESICLES. UH...I WASHED MY HAIR.

AND SLOWLY, I DID IMPROVE. ON MY WALL CALENDAR, I SET MYSELF DEADLINES BY WHICH TO ABANDON SPECIFIC COMPULSIONS, ONE AT A TIME.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th>Do English work book out of order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Stop Folding towels funny.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Get out Dad’s side of car.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Don’t worry. You’re safe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Toss shoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>11 Wear “Scots” T-shirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I INTERSPERSED THESE WITH SMALL ENCOURAGEMENTS.

MY RECOVERY WAS HARDLY A JOYOUS EMBRACE OF LIFE’S ATTENDANT CHAOS—I WAS AS OBSESSIVE IN GIVING UP THE BEHAVIORS AS I HAD BEEN IN PURSUING THEM.

BUT I FELT A DEFINITE SENSE OF RELIEF, EVEN IF IT ONLY BARELY OUTSTRIPPED MY LINGERING ANXIETY.
My father once nearly came to blows with a female dinner guest about whether a particular patch of embroidery was fuchsia or magenta.

But the infinite gradations of color in a fine sunset—from salmon to canary to midnight blue—left him wordless.
THE SUMMER I WAS THIRTEEN, MY FATHER'S SECRET ALMOST SURFaced.

Monday  JULY 1

Mom went to State College.
Dad's gonna go to a phys'1.

Psychiatrist!!!" Moley Hoses!
He says
it's because he does dumb dangerous things and
because he's bad and wants to be good... or something.

AT BREAKFAST THAT MORNING HE'D BEEN IN A JACKET AND TIE, NOT HIS USUAL VACATION DISHABILLE OF CUT-OFF JEANS.

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

THE IMPORT OF WHAT HE SAID WAS REMARKABLE, BUT LESS SO THAN THE FACT THAT HE WAS SAYING IT TO ME.

WHY?!

THE SUDDEN APPROXIMATION OF MY DULL, PROVINCIAL LIFE TO A NEW YORKER CARTOON WAS EXHILARATING.

BUT MY FATHER'S ABJECT AND SHAMEFUL Mien QUICKLY SOBERED ME UP.

I'M BAD. NOT GOOD LIKE YOU.
There was a lot going on that summer. I'm glad I was taking notes.

Otherwise I'd find the degree of synchronicity implausible.

My mother was playing Lady Bracknell in a local production of The Importance of Being Earnest.

I am engaged to Mr. Worthing, Mama.

Pardon me, you are not engaged to anyone.

Watergate was coming to a head.

I got my first period.

When you do become engaged, I, or your father, should his health permit him, will inform you of the fact.

An engagement should come on a young girl as a surprise.
This juxtaposition of the last days of childhood with those of Nixon and the end of that larger, national innocence may seem trite, but it was only one of many heavy-handed plot devices to befall my family during those strange, hot months.

It is hardly a matter that she could be allowed to arrange for herself.

You left out a part. It's "an engagement should come on a young girl as a surprise, pleasant or unpleasant as the case may be."

It's said that homes with pubescent children in them are more prone to poltergeists—spirits who take pleasure in creating disorder.

Whether or not my hormonal fluctuations were its cause, chaos was most assuredly afoot in our household that summer.

First came the plague of locusts.

They live underground for all those years, then suddenly decide to crawl out? How do they know it's time?
Apparently the insects spent their years underground in a state of protracted immaturity.

Seventeenth Amendment. U.S. Const. The amendment providing for the direct election of senators, in force May 31, 1913.

Seventeen-year locust. A cicada (Cicada septemdecim), of the eastern parts of the United States, which has in the North a life of seventeen years, in the South of thirteen years. Nearly the whole of the larva is spent underground in the nymphal condition. After emerging it quickly changes to the adult condition in which it lives only a few weeks, laying its eggs in the twigs of trees.


By the end of the first week in June, the yard was littered with their discarded exoskeletons.

Next the locusts settled down to an orgy in our tall maple trees, cloaking us from dawn to dusk in the ambient noise of their conjugal exertions.
PERHAPS THEIR VIBRATING CHORUS SHOOK LOOSE THE SCREWS ON SOME COLLECTIVE LIBIDINAL IMPULSE, UNLEASHING IT INTO THE ATMOSPHERE.

AFTER A WEEK OR TWO, FINISHED WITH PASSING SPERM AND LAYING EGGS, THE LOCUSTS—MORE PROPERLY KNOWN AS PERIODIC CICADAS—SHUFFLED OFF THIS MORTAL COIL.

SOUNDS LIKE THEY'RE GETTING QUIETER.

LET'S PLAY THE TAPE AND COMPARE.

THAT'S WHEN I GOT MY PERIOD, TOWARD THE END OF JUNE. I DIDN'T TELL MY MOTHER.

NOW TO MINOR MATTERS. ARE YOUR PARENTS LIVING?
I HAVE LOST BOTH MY PARENTS.

SHE WAS VERY BUSY, WITH HER MASTER'S THESIS AS WELL AS THE PLAY.

I DECIDED THERE WAS NO HURRY TO TELL HER. SHE'D GIVEN ME A BOX OF SANITARY NAPKINS THE YEAR BEFORE.

I'M GOING TO THE LIBRARY.

CONCEIVABLY, I COULD PUT OFF THE NEWS UNTIL IT WAS TIME TO RESTOCK.

AND THERE WAS ALWAYS THE CHANCE THAT BY IGNORING IT, IT WOULD GO AWAY. ALTHOUGH THIS STRATEGY WAS NOT WORKING WITH MY BREASTS.

I KEPT THEM HIDDEN IN THE FURTHEST RECESS OF MY CLOSET.
It was just a slight, brownish secretion. It certainly didn’t require one of the mammoth napkins, or the pornographic belt. A wad of toilet paper sufficed.

At this rate, I’ll never need to tell her.

It went away after a few days and passed unmentioned in my diary.

**Tuesday June 18**

All I remember that we did today was... go swimming.

About that time, on a Wednesday afternoon, my best friend Beth’s father and stepmother showed up.

Pack your bags, kids. You’re coming to our house for a few days.

My mother was taken aback by their grand gesture, but agreed to let us go.

Now go take a bath, have a glass of wine, and get to work on that thesis.

I don’t know, Nancy. I might need the whole bottle.
The Gryglewicz family lived in town, on the edge of the college campus where Beth's father and stepmother taught. It was hard to remember to address both parents as "Dr. Gryglewicz."

"Thank you, Mrs.... I mean..."

"What is this? Paella?"

Our visit was a veritable Saturnalia, a two-day binge of nonstop play.

"Scott, gimme "A Child's Garden of Verses."

"Blast!"

"Cover me. I'm going in."

"And "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde," thank you very much."

"Game of "Authors""

"Police! Freeze!"

"One of Dr. Gryglewicz's many interesting paintings of Dr. Gryglewicz."

"Spread 'em, punks!"
IT NEVER OCCURRED TO ME TO WONDER WHAT MY FATHER HAD BEEN UP TO DURING OUR ABSENCE. BUT AS IT HAPPENED, HE'D BEEN ON A SPREE OF HIS OWN.

HEY, MARK, WHERE'S YOUR BROTHER?

HE'S AROUND SOMEWHERE, I GUESS.

GET IN, WE'LL GO FIND HIM.

ON THURSDAY AT DUSK, HE'D DRIVEN OVER TO THE NEXT VALLEY. I KNOW THIS BECAUSE I LOOKED IT UP IN THE POLICE REPORT TWENTY-SEVEN YEARS LATER.

Mark Douglas Walsh, Booneville, Penna., witness for the Commonwealth, testified under oath that on June 20, 1974, between the hours of 9PM and 10PM, he saw Bruce Allen Bechdel, with whom he was acquainted. Mr. Bechdel asked him where his brother David was and that he got in the car with Mr. Bechdel and they went to look for his brother. During the course of the evening, defendant purchased a six-pack of beer. Witness stated that Mr. Bechdel offered him a beer and he took it and drank it. Mr. Bechdel asked him what he did and what his brother was doing at that time. He then let him off in the vicinity of his home. Witness testified that at the time of this incident he was seventeen years old and that he told Mr. Bechdel his age.

THEY NEVER DID FIND MARK'S OLDER BROTHER, DAVE.

HE'D BEEN AT HOME ALL NIGHT, AND WHEN DAD DROPPED MARK OFF, DAVE RECOGNIZED THE CAR AND CALLED THE COPS.

HE'S AROUND SOMEWHERE, I GUESS.

MARK DOUGLAS WALSH, BOONEVILLE, PENNA., WITNESS FOR THE COMMONWEALTH, TESTIFIED UNDER OATH THAT ON JUNE 20, 1974, BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 9PM AND 10PM, HE SAW BRUCE ALLEN BECHDEL, WITH WHOM HE WAS ACQUAINTED. MR. BECHDEL ASKED HIM WHERE HIS BROTHER DAVID WAS AND THAT HE GOT IN THE CAR WITH MR. BECHDEL AND THEY WENT TO LOOK FOR HIS BROTHER. DURING THE COURSE OF THE EVENING, DEFENDANT PURCHASED A SIX-PACK OF BEER. WITNESS STATED THAT MR. BECHDEL OFFERED HIM A BEER AND HE TOOK IT AND DRANK IT. MR. BECHDEL ASKED HIM WHAT HE DID AND WHAT HIS BROTHER WAS DOING AT THAT TIME. HE THEN LET HIM OFF IN THE VICINITY OF HIS HOME. WITNESS TESTIFIED THAT AT THE TIME OF THIS INCIDENT HE WAS SEVENTEEN YEARS OLD AND THAT HE TOLD MR. BECHDEL HIS AGE.

THEY NEVER DID FIND MARK'S OLDER BROTHER, DAVE.

HE'D BEEN AT HOME ALL NIGHT, AND WHEN DAD DROPPED MARK OFF, DAVE RECOGNIZED THE CAR AND CALLED THE COPS.
I don't know when the summons arrived. No trooper came to our door, and there's no clue in my diary that anything was amiss during the following week.

Thursday  
June 27

Scott G. came up. He and Chris played in their spy club. I pretended I was a rich guy, a police officer, and a tennis player, and went to their office with cases for them to solve. Then we put on clown make-up and sat out front. We wanted to scare cars, only... only...

But then, my diary was no longer the utterly reliable document it had been in my youth. A faltering, elliptic tone was creeping in.

Tammi drove by. Holy Snot! She called me later and told me how old? (Idiotic) we looked. Uh... Mama went to the Playhouse to see "No Sex, Please... We're British." They liked it... I guess.

Indeed, actual ellipses began riddling the pages—though I used those three dots to indicate not so much omission as hesitation.

On the first of July, Dad and I had our encounter in the kitchen.

Where are you going?

To Danville.

To the mental hospital?

I... I have to see a psychiatrist.

Perhaps this was a preemptive strategy recommended by his lawyer.
Later that same day, my mother went to see her thesis advisor.

After you dust and vacuum, you can go swimming.

When she got home that afternoon, she was upset.

I can't believe he wants more revisions!

In even the most routine activities, my mother held to exacting standards.

When am I supposed to find the time? Rehearsal starts Wednesday and I don't have my lines yet!

Moussaka for five and fresh sourdough bread in fifteen minutes

But being in a play consumed her utterly. Terrified of going blank onstage, she learned everyone else's lines along with her own.

Jack, between seven and eight thousand a year.

In land, or in investments?
She even worked on her own costumes.

Jack: In investments, chiefly.

I don't know! I don't want to think about it! And don't tell me when you're coming. Just sit in the back, that's all I ask.

That is satisfactory.

In a photo taken a week before the play opened, she's literally holding herself together.

But in her publicity shot as Lady Bracknell, she's a Victorian dominatrix to rival Wilde himself.
I loved seeing her in character as that August Matron. In a fitting coincidence, Lady Bracknell's first name, Augusta, was my mother's middle name.

I am really only eighteen, but I always admit to twenty when I go to evening parties.

You are quite right in making some slight alteration. Indeed, no woman should ever be quite accurate about her age. It looks so calculating.

This was the first time I'd been old enough to help her run lines. Surprised that an adult play could be so funny, I continued reading on my own.

My enjoyment was unencumbered by any knowledge of Wilde's Martyrlogy.

Dad! "I never travel without my diary. One should always have something sensational to read on the train."

I took the play at face value, as perhaps Queen Victoria had.

I was quite right in saying you were a Bunburyist. You are one of the most advanced Bunburyists I know.

What on earth do you mean?
The covert references to homosexuality eluded me.

You have invented a very useful younger brother called Ernest, in order that you may be able to come up to town as often as you like. I have invented...

Wait, wait.

Now I know it was right after the Importance opened on Valentine's day, 1895, that Wilde's trials began.

He'd just returned from Algiers, where he and Alfred Douglas had been disporting themselves with the local boys.

Douglas's father delivered his famous note to Wilde's club, accusing him of being a sodomite. Indignant, Wilde took him to court for libel and lost.

I want you downstage for this line. We need to move the cucumber sandwiches.

In the Importance, illicit desire is encoded as one character's uncontrollable gluttony.

Please don't touch the cucumber sandwiches. They are ordered specially for Aunt Augusta.

Then Wilde was tried for committing indecent acts and sent to prison while both the Importance and the Ideal Husband were playing to full houses.

Let's take it from "Please don't touch."
Mom helped the prop mistress find a recipe for cucumber sandwiches. We ate them all summer.

Dad! You're eating them faster than we can make them!

Mom was again taken aback.

They're beautiful. But I can't talk now. I'm going upstairs.

We understand! The diva must compose herself!

How about a gin and tonic? Alison, make some cucumber sandwiches.

Years later I learned that the Gryglewiczes once made a proposition, which my parents declined, that the four of them engage in group sex.

She gets nervous.

Of course she does.

She'll be brilliant. It's the perfect role for her.
Mom was brilliant. From her first entrance, she was in complete command.

That's not quite the same thing. In fact the two things rarely go together.

Good afternoon, dear Algernon. I hope you are behaving very well.

I'm feeling very well, Aunt Augusta.

The play ran for a week. All the actors except Mom fluffed their lines at least once.

All women become like their mothers. That is their tragedy. No man does. That's hers. His.

The day after the play closed, real life resumed with a vengeance. My secretion was back.

Faced now with incontestable evidence, I felt obligated to enter it into the record.
When I was ten, I was obsessed with making sure my diary entries bore no false witness.

Tuesday April 2
Chris went to Scott's after school. I finished "Danny Dunn, Time Traveler." We played Which Witch. I lost. Mother and John went up town. We watched The Brady Bunch.

But as I aged, hard facts gave way to vagaries of emotion and opinion.

We're watching the tennis match between Billie Jean King and stupid Bobby Riggs.

I got a 58 on my Algebra test! I have a C.

We watched Sonny & Cher. Which is the dumbest T.V. show in the world. Next to the Brady Bunch.

False humility, overwrought penmanship, and self-disgust began to cloud my testimony...

Mrs. Bitter read my review to the class. She said I'd probably get an A+. BIG WHOOP.

J.R.R. Tolkien died! AUGH!

I had my piano lesson. I looked ugly. I guess it was okay... my lesson, I mean. We had hamburgers.

...until, in this momentous entry, the truth is barely perceptible behind a hedge of qualifiers, encryption, and stray punctuation.

Wednesday July 24
I think I started NING or something. (HAHA)? How horrid!

I encoded the word menstruating according to the practice I'd learned in algebra of denoting complex or unknown quantities with letters.

"X" would have been obvious. Using "N" created a participle so nondescript it could mean practically anything.
In fact, so certain was I of Ning's indecipherability that I used it three years later to camouflage an entirely different biological event.

Sun. March 6 -
I gave up ning for lent and I just did it twice.
Aigh!! I saw a neat play called 'Rhinoceros' at the college with Neil. Then we went to Mr. Donald's for dinner. It was really nice. I had to go down by 9:00. It was raining more. I had to

If only I had read Wilde's picture of Dorian Gray, I may have taken some comfort in the knowledge that "the only way to get rid of a temptation is to yield to it."

Although I did not allude to masturbation in my diary until I was sixteen, I began the assiduous practice of that activity soon after I got my first period.

I didn't know then that there was a word for the oddly gratifying motion of rocking back and forth in my chair as I drew at my desk.

The new realization that I could illustrate my own fantasies filled me with an omnipotence that was in itself erotic.

In the flat chests and slim hips of my surrogates, I found release from my own increasing burden of flesh.
nor did I know that there was a word for the inevitable result of this shifting about in my chair...

...the implosive spasm so staggeringly complete and perfect that for a few brief moments I could not question its inherent moral validity.

when I accidentally ran across this word in the dictionary one day, it was instantly familiar, before I even got to the definition.

orgasm /'ɔr-gaz-əm/ n [NL orgasmus]  
: a raw silk yarn used for warp on

emotional excitement;

shore, to grow ripe, be lustful; akin to Skt ुर, or paroxysmal

I didn't need to know phonetics to
recognize the approximant liquid of
that "or," the plosive "ga," the
fricative "z," or the labial, nasal,
sigh of the final "um."

the word entered my vocabulary,
but not my diary. A sin of omission?

perhaps. But if the thing omitted
were itself a sin, it seemed to me (in
another practical use of algebra)
that a canceling-out occurred.

I drew a fantastico
picture of a basketball
player.

I had watermelon for
breakfast.
OR PERHAPS MY REASONING WAS MORE INFLUENCED BY SOCIAL STUDIES THAN MATH.
GAPS, ERASURES, AND OTHER LACUNAE HAD SATURATED THE NEWS FOR THE PAST YEAR.

I CALLED THE FRONT SEAT, YOU LITTLE EXPLETIVE DELETED.
GET IN. WE'RE LATE.

...TRIED TO QUASH THE SUBPOENA, BUT SIRICA DENIED THE MOTION AND ORDERED THE PRESIDENT TO TURN OVER THE UNEDITED TAPES.

INTERESTINGLY, MY PERIOD ENTRY CONTINUES WITH A RARE MENTION OF THE POLITICAL CRISIS, WHICH HAD JUST REACHED A SIMILAR STAGE OF UNDENIABILITY.

THE ONLY OTHER REFERENCES IN MY DIARY TO THE SCANDAL ARE AN OFFHAND COMMENT EARLIER THAT YEAR...

**Wednesday**

JULY 24

I think I started liking or something.

***Haha? How horrid!***

I made fudge. Uncle Joe came.

Uh... they're gonna make Nixon hand over the tapes. Good, eh?

WE WATCHED IT. I GOT OUT "Little Women." It's a book.

...AND THE SANCTIMONIOUS OBSERVATION THE PREVIOUS SUMMER THAT...

George Washington never had a Watergate. Think about it.

THE HEARINGS HAD BEEN MOSTLY A NUISANCE TO ME.

BUT NOW EVEN I BEGAN TO TAKE NOTICE AS THE TRUTH WORMED ITS WAY, LIKE A LARVAL CICADA, TOWARD DAYLIGHT.

WE INTERRUPT OUR PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMMING FOR LIVE COVERAGE OF THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE HEARINGS...

AGAIN?!
As the momentum for impeachment built, so did our domestic tension.

I thought you already revised it.

I did! He’s still not satisfied! I have to rewrite two entire chapters!

It was one afternoon around this time that I found myself alone in my aunt’s pool with my mother. The ideal opportunity to deliver my news.

“Mom, I think I started getting my...” No.
“Mom, I got my...” No. “Hey, mom! Guess what?”

But as it happened, mom had some news of her own.

Alison, there’s a chance we might have to move.

What?

Dad has to go to court in a few days, and he might lose his job. He bought a beer for a boy who wasn’t old enough.
WHERE WOULD WE GO?  MAYBE TO NEW YORK, OR MASSACHUSETTS, WHERE WE VISITED LAST SUMMER.

NEW ENGLAND PROMISED AN ALLURING COHERENCE--LIKE LIFE ON TV, OR IN THE MIRROR--THAT MY CURRENT EXISTENCE WAS SADLY LACKING.

IN MY DIARY THAT NIGHT, I REMARKED UPON THIS EXCHANGE WITH THE SAME PHRASE I HAD USED ABOUT MY PERIOD.

to court or something on tuesday,
and he might lose his job, and
we might have to
move!! yikes!
how horrid!
we went to see "herbie riders again." it was ok.

how horrid has a slightly facetious tone that strikes me as wildean.

it appears to embrace the actual horror--puberty, public disgrace--then at the last second nimbly sidesteps it, laughing.

my father had slipped somewhat in my estimation, but i was still sympathetic toward him.
THE REAL ACCUSATION DARED NOT SPEAK ITS NAME.

His legal entanglement seemed like a technicality to me. But I didn't know then that "furnishing a malt beverage to a minor" was the least of his troubles.

I can only speculate on the exact nature of his relations with the brothers in the next valley.

But in the end he was exposed by one of them—just like Oscar Wilde was condemned by the testimony of his rough trade.

On the day before my mother's thesis was due, a sudden storm whipped up. This was not unusual on a summer afternoon, and we knew what to do.

Batten the hatches! I'll do the porch, go shut all the west windows. I'll get the car windows!
BUT THERE WAS SOMETHING UNUSUAL ABOUT THE WAY THE STIFF BREEZE INVERTED THE LEAVES OF THE SILVER MAPLES OUTSIDE MY BEDROOM.

THEIR PALE UNDERSIDES GLOWED IN THE ODD, GREEN LIGHT.

AS SOON AS I SHUT THE WINDOW, THE RAIN HIT IT LIKE A FIREHOSE.

THE WIND ROARED AND PELTED CHUNKS OF HAIL AGAINST THE HOUSE.

EMERGENCY! WOOOOOOO!

I WAS IN THE KITCHEN WHEN THE CEILING STARTED TO LEAK.

I'D FORGOTTEN THE SEWING ROOM WINDOW. IT WASN'T USUALLY OPEN, BUT MOM HAD BEEN TYPING IN THERE EARLIER.

MY PAPER!
When the storm passed, we ventured outside. The temperature had dropped twenty degrees. A soft drizzle fell from the high, quick clouds.
Our two silver maples had been snapped in half. Two apple trees and an oak were blown to bits.

Christ.

The maples had sheltered the west side of our house for over a hundred years, and left, as fallen trees do, a void so absolute you couldn't possibly have imagined it beforehand.
NONE OF THE NEIGHBORS HAD MUCH DAMAGE. IT WAS AS IF A TORNADO HAD TOUCHED DOWN PRECISELY AT OUR ADDRESS.

YET THE HOUSE ITSELF HAD ESCaped HARM, AS HAD THE GARAGE AND CARS. EVEN THE CAT SAunterED HOME NOT JUST unscathed, BUT DRY.

IN THIS LIGHT, THE RING OF DOWNED TREES CONVEYS A THEME LESS OF DESTRUCTION THAN OF NARROW ESCAPE.

MOM RETYPED HER THESIS THAT NIGHT. IT PASSED MUSTER THE NEXT DAY.

MOM, COME SEE WHERE THE TREES WERE!

I NEED A MARTINI.

BUT ONE MORE NARROW ESCAPE WAS YET TO COME.
Dad's hearing was on August 6th. Each of the brothers testified. The magistrat stuck strictly to the liquor charge.

Yeah, he offered me a beer once too, but I didn't take it.

But a whiff of the sexual aroma of the true offense could be detected in the sentence.

I'll dismiss the charges if you complete six months of counseling.

My father did not provoke a burst of applause in the courtroom, as Oscar Wilde had, with an impassioned plea for the understanding of "such a great affection of an elder for a younger man as there was between David and Jonathan."

He was not hauled off to Reading Gaol. We did not have to move.

Woolworth's

Sorry.

Tuesday August 6

Mom & Dad went to town for that trial thing about the beer. They said he wouldn't have to do anything... I mean, there wouldn't be anything on his record, you know? Tammi invited us up for pizza for lunch. Then we went wading at the Ford.
TWO DAYS AFTER DAD’S COURT DATE, Nixon threw in the towel.

To leave office before my term is completed is abhorrent to every instinct in my body.

AS SUMMER DREW TO AN END, A DISPIRITED NOTE ENTERED MY DIARY.

Saturday August 24

We went to the Ford to work on our dam. But we quit, because we all decided it was too futile a task. We went to Tammi’s to watch a movie, but it wasn’t on, so we watched another show, which was a piece of crap. Then we played Cop & Robbers, which was stupid. Dad got another bureau for my room.

ON LABOR DAY, WE HOSTED A LAWN PARTY FOR THE PLAYHOUSE CAST AND CREW.

"Jack," from the importance.

A FEW DAYS LATER I TURNED FOURTEEN.

THANKS, MOM!

BETH GRYGIELWICZ WAS TRYING TO IMPROVE MY SOCIAL SKILLS.

GENTLEMEN’S QUARTERLY?

Uh... I’m thinking of being a fashion designer.

HE’S CUTE.

I DON’T WANNA GO TO THE GAME. I HATE FOOTBALL.
SO DON'T WATCH IT. THE POINT IS TO SEE PEOPLE.

GIRLS, IF YOU WERE PLANNING TO GET A RIDE TO THE GAME WITH RANDY, HE LEFT ALREADY.

RIP-OFF.

I KNOW WHAT WE COULD DO INSTEAD.

I HAD RECENTLY DISCOVERED SOME OF DAD'S OLD CLOTHES. PUTTING ON THE FORMAL SHIRT WITH ITS STUDS AND CUFFLINKS WAS A NEARLY MYSTICAL PLEASURE, LIKE FINDING MYSELF FLUENT IN A LANGUAGE I'D NEVER BEEN TAUGHT.

IT FELT TOO GOOD TO ACTUALLY BE GOOD. BUT BETH WAS GOING ALONG WITH IT.

SO FAR, ANYWAY.

HOW DOES THIS WORK?
WE BEGAN FLESHING OUT A SCENARIO.

BILL MCKEAN.
FASTEST CON MAN
IN THE EAST.

BOBBY MCCOOL.

EXCUSE ME, SIR. YOU
LOOK LIKE YOU COULD
USE SOME LIFE
INSURANCE.

SIGN WITH
US. NO MUSS,
NO FUS.

BUT WE COULDN'T SUSTAIN IT.

MAN, IT'S HOT.
LET'S TAKE THIS
STUFF OFF.

YEAH.

THAT NIGHT, I DESCRIBED THIS LAST MELANCHOLY FORAY
INTO PLAY-ACTING.

Con men named Billy Mckean
+ Bobby McCoool. But then
we quit because it was
too hot to keep Dad's suits
on, and we couldn't think of
anything else to do. Our
school won the football game.
We could have gone to it,
and the dance, but we
stupidly missed our ride.
John stayed over at Sean's.

MY
PROFESSION
OF
DISAPPOINT-
MENT AT
MISSING THE
GAME AND
THE DANCE
WAS AN UTTER
FALSEHOOD,
OF COURSE.
My narration had by this point become altogether unreliable.

Sunday September 15

Um... er... We went to church.
I wore a dress... YERK!
We got the men's fashion section in the New York Times.
So what?! Big deal.

I forget what else we did.

I like the Pierre Cardin one better.

Really?

My father never mentioned the psychiatrist to me again.

But evidently, he continued to go.

Bruce Allen Bechdel

Order

And now, this 2 day of April, 1975, it appearing to the court that the defendant, Bruce Allen Bechdel, has completed the terms of his Accelerated Rehabilitative Disposition Order, and that the District Attorney has no objections, the Defendant's application for dismissal of pending charges is hereby approved and it is ordered that all criminal charges be dismissed.

By the Court:

My mother says he began coming home from the sessions in a familiarly manic mood.

I thought I'd ask him up for dinner sometime.

Your counselor? Are you serious?
I WANT TO SHOW HIM THE HOUSE.

YOU WILL SHOW THAT MAN THIS HOUSE OVER MY DEAD BODY.

I HAVE NO WAY OF KNOWING WHETHER HER SUSPICIONS WERE GROUNDED. BUT I WOULDN'T PUT IT PAST DAD.

COME ON IN.

AT ANY RATE, THE NEAT IRONY IS TEMPTING.

IT WAS DECEMBER WHEN I FINALLY TOLD MY MOTHER.

I STARTED GETTING MY PERIOD.

WERE HER HANDS SHAKING?

OH.

DO YOU...DO YOU HAVE CRAMPS OR ANYTHING?

NO.
ARE YOU OKAY WITH THE PADS?

MAYBE YOU COULD GET ME SOME MORE?

OKAY, WELL, IF YOU GET CRAMPS, TELL ME.

OKAY.

I'M ONLY ESTIMATING THAT THIS EPISODE TOOK PLACE IN DECEMBER. THERE'S NO MENTION OF IT IN MY DIARY.

BY THE END OF NOVEMBER, MY EARNEST DAILY ENTRIES HAD GIVEN WAY TO THE IMPLICIT LIE OF THE BLANK PAGE, AND WEEKS AT A TIME ARE LEFT UNRECORDED.
CHAPTER 7

THE ANTIHERO’S JOURNEY
In 1976, Dad took my brothers and me to New York City for the bicentennial.

And also to see the tall ships that had gathered from around the world for the occasion. Mom remained at home for a run of you can’t take it with you.

We stayed at her friend Elly’s apartment on Bleecker Street, as we had on numerous other occasions.

But this time, at age fifteen, I saw the neighborhood in a new light.
IT WAS LIKE THE MOMENT THE MANICURIST IN THE PALMOLIVE COMMERCIAL INFORMS HER CLIENT, "YOU'RE SOAKING IN IT."

THE SUSPECT ELEMENT IS REVEALED TO BE NOT JUST BENIGN, BUT BENEFICIAL, AND IN FACT, ALL-PERVASIVE.

I WAS AS MOVED BY MY OWN OPEN-MINDED TOLERANCE AS I WAS BY THE ARRESTING DISPLAY OF COSMETICIZED MASCULINITY.

IT WAS QUITE A GAY WEEKEND ALL AROUND. WE WENT TO THE BALLET.
Finally took Dad and me to see her friends Richard and Tom. Although no one actually said so, I assumed that they were a couple.

Richard was illustrating a children’s filmstrip about Pinocchio.

I was getting really bored, but then I realized I didn’t have to draw the pictures in order.

Marker envy

We somehow got tickets to a chorus line, which had just swept the Tony’s.

One day I looked at myself in the mirror and said, “You’re fourteen years old and you’re a faggot. What are you going to do with your life?”

I did not draw a conscious parallel to my own sexuality, much less to my father’s.

...It was probably the first time I realized I was homosexual and I got so depressed because I thought being gay meant being a bum all the rest of my life and I said...

But the immersion—like green dishwashing liquid bathing a cuticle—left me supple and open to possibility.

I’ll never get to wear nice clothes! ☹️
THE NEXT MORNING, JOHN WANDERED OFF. I DIDN'T UNDERSTAND THE LEVEL OF MY FATHER'S ALARM UNTIL ELLY EXPLAINED.

WHAT DO YOU MEAN HE WENT OUT? WHEN? I DUNNO. TEN MINUTES AGO?

CHICKENHAWKS. GUYS WHO PREY ON YOUNG BOYS.

DAD AND ELLY WENT OUT TO LOOK FOR HIM, BUT HE RETURNED SOON ON HIS OWN.

HE HAD WALKED DOWN CHRISTOPHER STREET TO LOOK FOR SHIPS AT THE PIERS ALONG THE HUDSON.

AN ELEVEN-YEAR-OLD, ABSURDLY BEATIFIC IN HIS SAILOR SHIRT, WANDERING THE NOTORIOUS CRUISING GROUNDS.

WHEN HE REALIZED A MAN WAS WATCHING HIM, HE HEADED BACK UP CHRISTOPHER TOWARD ELLY'S.
THE MAN FOLLOWED.

YOU LIKE BOATS?

YEAH.

I HAVE A BOAT.

UHH...WHAT KIND?

WE COULD GO SEE IT. IF IT'S OKAY WITH YOUR PARENTS.

MAYBE. I DUNNO...

WHEN THEY REACHED THE INTERSECTION WITH BLEECKER, JOHN BOLTED FROM HIM AS FAST AS HE COULD GO.

I DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT THE MAN UNTIL YEARS LATER. OR MAYBE I DID KNOW AND BLOCKED IT OUT, OR SIMPLY FORGOT BECAUSE THERE WAS SO MUCH ELSE GOING ON.

YOU CANNOT GO OUT BY YOURSELF.

I WANT EVERYONE READY TO LEAVE IN FIVE MINUTES FOR THE FRICK COLLECTION.

AT ANY RATE, WHEN DAD GOT BACK TO THE APARTMENT, HE WAS UNCHARACTERISTICALLY EAGER TO FORGIVE AND FORGET.
ELLY LEFT ON HER OWN VACATION AND WE STAYED FOR A FEW MORE DAYS. ON THE FOURTH, WE WATCHED THE TALL SHIPS AS THEY SAILED UP THE HUDSON.

WE HAD A DISAPPOINTING VIEW OF THE SPECTACLE, BUT AN EXCELLENT ONE OF THE CROWD AT THE PIERS.

WE HAD A SIMILARLY OBSTRUCTED VIEW OF THE FIREWORKS FROM THE ROOF THAT NIGHT.

THEN WE GOT READY FOR BED.

WHERE ARE YOU GOING?

OUT FOR A DRINK. I'LL BE BACK IN A LITTLE BIT. GO TO SLEEP.

AND IN SPITE OF THE CITY'S LITERALLY EXPLOSIVE ENERGY THAT NIGHT, I DID.
When I try to project what Dad's life might have been like if he hadn't died in 1980, I don't get very far.

If he'd lived into those early years of AIDS, I tell myself, I might very well have lost him anyway, and in a more painful, protracted fashion.

Indeed, in that scenario, I might have lost my mother too. Perhaps I'm being histrionic, trying to displace my actual grief with this imaginary trauma.

But is it so far-fetched? And the band played on, that minute chronicle of the early years of the epidemic, opens orgiastically at the bicentennial.

July 4, 1976

New York Harbor

Tall sails scraped the deep purple night as rockers burst, flared, and flourished red, white, and blue over the stoic Statue of Liberty. The whole world was watching; it seemed; the whole world was there. Ships from fifty-five nations had poured sailors into Manhattan to join the throngs, counted in the millions, who watched the greatest pyrotechnic extravaganza ever mounted, all for America's 200th birthday party. Deep into the morning, bars all over the city were crammed with sailors. New York City had hosted the greatest party ever known, everybody agreed later. The guests had come from all over the world.

This was the part the epidemiologists would later note, when they stayed up late at night and the conversation drifted toward where it had started and when. They would remember that glorious night in New York Harbor, all those sailors, and recall: From all over the world they came to New York.
OR MAYBE I'M TRYING TO RENDER MY SENSELESS PERSONAL LOSS MEANINGFUL BY LINKING IT, HOWEVER POSTHUMOUSLY, TO A MORE COHERENT NARRATIVE.

A NARRATIVE OF INJUSTICE, OF SEXUAL SHAME AND FEAR, OF LIFE CONSIDERED EXPENDABLE.

IT'S TEMPTING TO SAY THAT, IN FACT, THIS IS MY FATHER'S STORY.

THERE'S A CERTAIN EMOTIONAL EXPEDIENCE TO CLAIMING HIM AS A TRAGIC VICTIM OF HOMOPHOBIA, BUT THAT'S A PROBLEMATIC LINE OF THOUGHT.

FOR ONE THING, IT MAKES IT HARDER FOR ME TO BLAME HIM.
AND FOR ANOTHER, IT LEADS TO A PECULIARLY LITERAL CUL DE SAC. IF MY FATHER HAD "COME OUT" IN HIS YOUTH, IF HE HAD NOT MET AND MARRIED MY MOTHER...

WHERE WOULD THAT LEAVE ME?

WHAT IS A FATHER? EVEN THE DICTIONARY CONVEYS VAGUENESS AND DISTANCE.

WHAT IS A FATHER? EVEN THE DICTIONARY CONVEYS VAGUENESS AND DISTANCE. Velocity "rate-tur-ly \( \text{fa-ther} \) n [ME fader, fr OE fæder; akin to OHG fater father, L pater, GK pater] 1 a: a man who has begotten a child: SIRE b cap (1): GOD (2): the first person of the Trinity

LOOKING UP THE ARCHAIIC PARTICIPLE DOESN'T YIELD MUCH MORE THAN A TAUTOLOGY.

IN MY EARLIEST MEMORIES, DAD IS A LOWERING, MALEVOLENT PRESENCE. HIS ARRIVAL HOME FROM WORK CAST A COLD PALL ON THE PEACEABLE KINGDOM WHERE MOM, CHRISTIAN, AND I SPENT OUR DAYS.

TIME TO PUT THIS AWAY.
Dad didn't have much use for small children, but as I got older, he began to sense my potential as an intellectual companion.

"When are you going to read Catcher in the Rye?"

Years of neglect had left me wary.

"After I put you in the nursing home."

But then I ended up in his English class, a course called "Rites of Passage," and I found that I liked the books Dad wanted me to read.

"Who's Mr. Antolini? Peters?"

I dunno.

"He's Holden's old English teacher."

"How does Holden feel about him?"

"He likes him. That's why he asks if he can stay there."

"And does he turn out to be such a great guy? What happens?"

"Anyone?"
PRETERNATURALLY HANDSOME FOOTBALL PLAYER WHO WAS CURRENTLY HELPING DAD HAUL JUNK OUT OF OUR BASEMENT.

HE MAKES A PASS AT HOLDEN. DID ANY OF YOU TWITS READ THIS?

AWESOME CAPACITY FOR COGNITIVE DISSONANCE.

SOMETIMES IT WAS AS IF DAD AND I WERE THE ONLY ONES IN THE ROOM.

THE SENSATION OF INTIMACY WAS NOVEL.

AND WHAT ABOUT LIZZIE AND HER FATHER? BARNER?

UHH...

THEY HAVE THIS NEAT RELATIONSHIP. THEY'RE, LIKE, FRIENDS.

I THINK WE WERE BOTH STARVED FOR ATTENTION.

KEystone Central School District

YOU'RE THE ONLY ONE IN THAT CLASS WORTH TEACHING.

IT'S THE ONLY CLASS I HAVE WORTH TAKING.
WE GREW EVEN CLOSER AFTER I WENT AWAY TO COLLEGE. BOOKS--THE ONES
ASSIGNED FOR MY ENGLISH CLASS--CONTINUED TO SERVE AS OUR CURRENCY.

It's ironic that I am paying to send you North to study
texts I'm teaching to high school twits. As I Lay Dying
is one of the century's greatest. Faulkner IS Beech
Creek. The Bundrens ARE Bechdels - 19th century perhaps
but definitely kin. How about that dude's way with
words. He knows how us country boys think and talk. If
you ever -gawdforbid- get homesick, read Darl's
monologue. In a strange room you must empty yourself
for sleep... How often have I lain beneath rain on a
strange roof... Darl had been to Paris you know - WWI.

AT FIRST I WAS GLAD FOR THE HELP. MY FRESHMAN ENGLISH CLASS, "MYTHOLOGY
AND ARCHETYPAL EXPERIENCE," CONFOUNDED ME.

DO YOU SEE HOW
JAKE'S RENEWAL IN SPAIN EXACTLY
FOLLOWS THE PROCESS OF REBIRTH
THAT JUNG CALLS "NATURAL
TRANSFORMATION"?

I DIDN'T UNDERSTAND WHY WE COULDN'T JUST READ THE BOOKS
WITHOUT FORCING CONTORTED INTERPRETATIONS ON THEM.

I WAS NOT ALONE IN FAILING TO GRASP
THE SYMBOLIC FUNCTION OF LITERATURE.

YOU MEAN, LIKE... HEMINGWAY DID THAT
ON PURPOSE?

GET IT? MARLOW'S
STEAMER? PENIS. THE
CONGO? VAGINA.

OUR TEACHER FREQUENTLY GREW
EXASPERATED WITH THE WHOLE CLASS.
OUR PAPERS CAME BACK BLOODYED WITH RED MARKS—MOST LAVISHLY THE WITHERING "WW" FOR "WRONG WORD."

"IS"? HOW CAN "IS" BE WRONG?

BUT LIKE A BATTERED BOXER, I KEPT SWINGING, BUOYED UP BY MY FATHER'S ENERGETIC COACHING FROM THE CORNER.

OKAY, LET'S TALK ABOUT THE SUN ALSO RISES. IT'S A ROMAN A CLEF, RIGHT? JAKE IS HEMINGWAY. COHN WAS A GUY NAMED HAROLD LOEB. BRETT IS A LADY DUFF TWSYDEN.

THOUGH NOW THAT I THINK OF IT, IT'S UNCLEAR WHETHER HE WAS THE VICARIOUS TEACHER OR THE VICARIOUS STUDENT.

THEY SAY SHE STARTED THE NEW LOOK FOR WOMEN, WITH SHORT HAIR AND MEN'S CLOTHES. AND SHE REALLY DID HAVE AFFAIR WITH LOEB BEFORE MEETING UP WITH HIM AND HEMINGWAY IN PAMPLONA. YOU KNOW, ANDY, THE BEST MAN AT OUR WEDDING, SAW HEMINGWAY IN PAMPLONA THE YEAR BEFORE WE WERE MARRIED.

EVENTUALLY, HIS EXCITEMENT BEGAN TO LEAVE LITTLE ROOM FOR MY OWN.

HE'D JUST COME FROM PARIS WHERE HE WAS HANGING OUT WITH SYLVIA BEACH AND JAMES JOYCE. BEACH RAN THE FAMOUS BOOKSTORE SHAKESPEARE AND COMPANY, AND PUBLISHED ULYSSES. I MET HER ONCE IN PARIS.

AND BY THE END OF THE YEAR I WAS SUFFOCATING.

WHAT ARE YOU READING NEXT?

A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST AS A YOUNG MAN.

GOOD, YOU DAMN WELL BETTER IDENTIFY WITH EVERY PAGE.
OH. I GOT MY CLASSES FOR NEXT SEMESTER. FIGURE DRAWING, PRINT-MAKING, RUSSIAN HISTORY, FRENCH, AND INTRO TO PHILOSOPHY.

NO ENGLISH?

I SPENT THE NEXT YEAR AND A HALF BLISSFULLY ENGLISH-FREE.

BUT THEN CIRCUMSTANCES CAUSED ME TO RECANT.

I'M NEVER TAKING ANOTHER ENGLISH CLASS AS LONG AS I LIVE.

HAVING NEGLECTED TO PLAN AN INDEPENDENT PROJECT FOR OUR SHORT JANUARY TERM, I WAS FORCED TO SELECT A CLASS FROM THE MEAGER LIST OF OFFERINGS.

COULD THIS HOBSON'S CHOICE HAVE BEEN A FORM OF DIVINE INTERVENTION?

LIKE THE GODDESS ATHENA'S VISIT TO TELEMACHUS, WHEN SHE NUDGED HIM TO GO FIND HIS LONG-LOST DAD, ODYSSEUS?

MR. AVERY? UM, I WANTED TO SEE IF I COULD TAKE YOUR WINTER TERM CLASS?

SO, WHY DO YOU WANT TO READ ULYSSES?

UH... I REALLY LIKED A PORTRAIT OF THE ARTIST.
I was begging admission to not just any English class, but one devoted to my father's favorite book of all time.

So you haven't taken any literature courses since your freshman year?

No. But, um... I still read.

That's fine, just make sure to review Portrait and Dubliners before class starts.

Remarkably, this interview with Mr. Avery occurred on the selfsame afternoon that I realized, in the campus bookstore, that I was a lesbian.

And indeed, I embarked that day on an odyssey which, consisting as it did in a gradual, episodic, and inevitable convergence with my abstracted father, was very nearly as epic as the original.
HOME FOR CHRISTMAS, I FOUND DAD’S DELIGHT ABOUT ULYSSES A BIT GALLING. BUT IT WAS NICE TO HAVE HIS ATTENTION.

HERE, TAKE THIS. IT’S THE COPY I USED IN COLLEGE.

CAN I WRITE IN IT?

HERE’S DUBLINERS, TOO. THE FIRST THREE STORIES ARE LIKE DRAFTS FROM PORTRAIT.

I REALIZED I HAD MISSED IT, HOWEVER VICARIOUS IT MAY HAVE BEEN.

AND THE DEAD, YOU HAVE TO READ THE DEAD, OR AT THE VERY LEAST, THE LAST PARAGRAPH.

OKAY.

IN A BURST OF TENDERNESSEN, I ENCOURAGED HIM FURTHER.

SO... WHAT SHOULD I READ THIS WEEKEND?

ELATED

HMM, LET ME THINK.

THAT ELABORATE BACKSTORY TO THE ODYSSEY, THE TROJAN WAR, IS OFTEN BLAMED ON HELEN OF TROY.

BUT SHE COULDN’T HAVE RUN OFF WITH PARIS IF HE’D NEVER SHOWN UP.
PARIS PLAYS A SIMILARLY INCITING ROLE IN MY ODYSSEY TOO.

YOU SHOULD LEARN ABOUT PARIS IN THE TWENTIES, THAT WHOLE SCENE.

I HADN'T MENTIONED MY BIG LESBIAN EPIPHANY YET. SO DAD'S CHOICE WAS INTERESTING, TO SAY THE LEAST.

...Noted, her name was repeated in the midst of a subdued and almost subterranean tumult, was heard especially in the friendly little dives, the tiny, neighborhood cinemas frequented by groups of her women friends—basement rooms arranged as restaurants, dim, and blue with tobacco smoke. There was also a cellar in Montmartre that welcomed these uneasy women, haunted by their own solitude, who felt safe within the low-ceiled room beneath the eye of a frank proprietress who shared their predilections, while an unctuous and authentic cheese fondue sputtered and the loud contralto of an artiste—one of their friends—erected a heavenly..

WE DID NOT DISCUSS THE BOOK. IN JANUARY I BROUGHT IT BACK TO SCHOOL AND ADDED IT TO MY GROWING STACK.

IF ONLY I'D HAD THE FORESIGHT TO CALL THIS AN INDEPENDENT READING.

"CONTEMPORARY AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES ON HOMOSEXUALITY" WOULD HAVE HAD QUITE A LEGITIMATE RING.
But alas, 768 pages of Ulysses lay before me like an expanse of uncharted sea. The class met in Professor Avery's living room.

So, just like in The Odyssey, the first three chapters focus on the son's experience—our old friend Stephen Dedalus.

Mr. Avery had hurt his back, and reclined on the couch much as the wise windbag, Nestor, might have reclined while counseling young Telemachus.

Now if one of Joyce's themes is paternity, then why is the story about Stephen and Bloom, who are virtual strangers, and not about Stephen's actual, physical father?

Because that'd be too simple.

Bloom is Stephen's spiritual father.

I still found literary criticism to be a suspect activity.

And like Ulysses, both Stephen and Bloom are exiles. Stephen because he's an artist. Bloom because he's a Jew.

Also, it took Ulysses ten years to get home, and it's been ten years since Bloom had sex with his wife.

Once you grasped that Ulysses was based on The Odyssey, was it really necessary to enumerate every last point of correspondence?
May so. Without the Homeric clues, it would certainly be unreadable.

What the fuck?

If I was bewitched, it was not an unpleasant sensation.

Colette could write better than anyone about physical things; they include the feel of a peach in one's hand. A man could only write in this way about a woman's breast.

One siren led to another in an intertextual progression.

...In that spirit of marvelous megalomania I came out officially July 1st (1970) in the voice in a piece titled ambivalently from a line by Colette "of this pure but irregular passion."

I referred back to Colette herself, basking in her sensualism as perhaps the sea-ravaged Odysseus had in the ministrations of Nausicaa.

And like Nausicaa's Ulyssian counterpart, Gerty MacDowell, she was even good for a wank.
But Colette also had her decidedly anaphrodisiac moments.

In one breath she describes a seventeen-year-old butcher boy... decked out in a dress of black Chantilly lace over pale blue silk, his face sulky beneath a wide lace hat, as uncouth as a country wench in need of a husband, his cheeks plump and fresh as nectarines.

And in the next, with the same voluptuous detail, she reports his suicide. He shattered with a revolver bullet his pretty, pouting mouth, his low forehead beneath kinky hair, his anxious and timid little bright blue eyes.

I fell further and further behind in Ulysses. But I attended class religiously.

Now, I'm sure the Catholics in the class will recognize the narrative technique of the Ithaca chapter.

"What, reduced to their simplest reciprocal form, were Bloom's thoughts about Stephen's thoughts about Bloom and Bloom's thoughts about Stephen's thoughts about Bloom's thoughts about Stephen?"

"He thought that he thought that he was a Jew whereas he knew that he knew that he was not."
COME ON. "WHO MADE YOU? GOD MADE ME." RING A BELL?

CATECHISM!

EXACTLY. BUT EVEN WITH THE DETAILED SCIENTIFIC ANSWERS THAT THIS CATECHISM PROVIDES, DO WE LEARN ANYTHING CONCRETE ABOUT BLOOM AND STEPHEN'S ENCOUNTER? DO THEY CONNECT?

What did each do at the door of egress?
Bloom set the candlestick on the floor. Stephen put the hat on his head.

For what creature was the door of egress?
For a cat.

I HAD NO IDEA, BY THE TIME THE JANUARY TERM ENDED, I STILL HAD TWO HUNDRED PAGES TO GO.

AND LIKE ODYSSEUS'S MEN WHO HAD FALLEN IN WITH THE LOTUS-EATERS, I FELT NO URGENCY TO CONTINUE.

THE REGULAR SEMESTER BEGAN AND I STILL HADN'T MET WITH MR. AVERY FOR MY ORAL EXAM ON ULYSSES.

I HAD A MORE DAUNTING TEST TO FACE FIRST: DESCENT INTO THE UNDERWORLD.
It was a benign and well-lit underworld, admittedly, but Odysseus sailing to Hades could not have felt more trepidation than I did entering that room.

Nor could he have been more transformed by the initiation that befell him there. In the week after the meeting, my quest shifted abruptly outward.

I'm a lesbian. Cool! Can I tell my friends?

Roommate

My parents received the letter on the same day that I bullshat my way through the Ulysses exam.

Dad called that evening. If he had mentioned his own homosexuality at this juncture, it might have explained his oddly procuress-like tone.

Um, Bloom is like his spiritual father, y'know?

At least you're human. Everyone should experiment.
LIKE STEPHEN AND BLOOM AT THE NATIONAL LIBRARY, OUR PATHS CROSSED BUT WE DID NOT MEET.

DO YOU HAVE TO PUT A LABEL ON YOURSELF?

ROY, OUR BABY-SITTER?

UNMOORED AS I STILL WAS BY MY OWN QUEerness, THIS BROADSIDE SWAMPED MY SMALL CRAFT.

I WONDER IF GIRLS CAN JOIN THE MERCHANT MARINE?

AND A LETTER FROM DAD THE NEXT DAY LEFT ME EVEN MORE AWASH.

INSTEAD OF AT LAST CONFIDING IN ME, HE TOOK THE NOVEL APPROACH OF ASSUMING THAT I ALREADY KNEW—ALTHOUGH AT THE TIME HE WROTE THE LETTER, I DID NOT.

Helen just seems to be suggesting that you keep your options open. I tend to go along with that but probably for different reasons. Of course, it seems like a cop-out. But then, who are cop outs for? Taking sides is rather heroic, and I am not a hero. What is really worth it?

There've been a few times I thought I might have preferred to take a stand. But I never really considered it when I was young. In fact, I don't think I ever considered it till I was over thirty. Let's face it things do look different then. At forty-three I find it hard to see advantages even if I had done so when I was young.
WHAT, REDUCED TO THEIR SIMPLEST RECIPROCAL FORM, WERE DAD'S THOUGHTS ABOUT MY THOUGHTS ABOUT HIM, AND HIS THOUGHTS ABOUT MY THOUGHTS ABOUT HIS THOUGHTS ABOUT ME?

HEY!

LET'S START A PEOPLE-LIKE-US TABLE.

UH...HI.

SOME OF MY NEW ASSOCIATES

HE THOUGHT THAT I THOUGHT THAT HE WAS A QUEER. WHEREAS HE KNEW THAT I KNEW THAT HE KNEW THAT I WAS TOO.

I'll admit that I have been somewhat envious of the "new" freedom (?) that appears on campuses today. In the fifties it was not even considered an option. It's hard to believe that just as it's hard to believe that I saw Colored and Whites on drinking fountains in Florida in elementary school. Yes, my world was quite limited. You know I was never even in New York until I was about twenty. But even seeing it then was not quite a revelation. There was not much in the Village that I hadn't known in Beech Creek. In New York you could see and mention it but elsewhere it was not seen or mentioned. It was rather simple.
ARE YOU GOING TO THE CRIS WILLIAMSON CONCERT TONIGHT?

WHO?

SHE'S A LESBIAN-FEMINIST SINGER. IT'LL BE GREAT, YOU SHOULD COME!

LESBIAN SINGERS? THESE PEOPLE ARE WEIRD. MAYBE I'M NOT A HOMO AFTER ALL.

I HAVE TO WORK.

WELL, COME TO THE PARTY AFTER, AT THE WOMEN'S COLLECTIVE.

Uh...

I WAS ADrift ON the HIGH Seas, BUT MY COURSE WAS BECOMING CLEAR. IT LAY BETWEEN THE SCYLLA OF MY PEERS AND THE SWIRLING, SUCKING CHARYBDIS OF MY FAMILY.

OKAY. SEE YOU LATER, THEN.
Veering toward Scylla seemed much the safer route. And after navigating the passage, I soon washed up, a bit stunned, on a new shore.

(from a recent one-woman protest against some visiting Christians)

Keep your god off my body.

Like Odysseus on the island of the Cyclops, I found myself facing a "being of colossal strength and ferocity, to whom the law of man and god meant nothing."

In true heroic fashion, I moved toward the thing I feared. Yet while Odysseus schemed desperately to escape Polyphemus's cave, I found that I was quite content to stay here forever.
Joan was not just a visionary poet and activist, but a bona fide cyclops.

It's glass.

Wow.

She'd lost one eye in a childhood accident vividly reminiscent of the way Odysseus blinded Polyphemus.

A boy shot me with one of those toy arrows after the suction cup fell off.

Holy shit.

What're you doing for break?

Going home, I guess. It'll be the first time I see my parents since I told them.

It was not, at any rate, a triumphal return. Home, as I had known it, was gone.

God. Will it be weird?

Yeah.
SOME CRUCIAL PART OF THE STRUCTURE SEEMED TO BE MISSING, LIKE IN DREAMS I WOULD HAVE LATER WHERE TERMITES HAD EATEN THROUGH ALL THE FLOOR JOISTS.

I'M GOING OVER TO DOUG'S.

I'VE GOT A VIEWING.

MOM TOOK ME INTO HER CONFIDENCE.

...AND WHEN WE'D GO TO NEW YORK, HE'D GO OUT ALONE AT NIGHT. ONCE HE GOT BODY LICE! BUT IT'S NOT JUST THE...THE...AFFAIRS. IT'S THE SHOP-LIFTING, THE SPEEDING TICKETS, THE LYING, HIS RAGES.

LIKE ODYSSEUS'S FAITHFUL PENELope, MY MOTHER HAD KEPT THE HOUSEHOLD GOING FOR TWENTY YEARS WITH A MORE OR LESS ABSENT HUSBAND.

I'M SICK OF COOKING FOR HIM, AND I'M SICK OF CLEANING THIS MUSEUM.

LICE?

SHOP-LIFTING?!

I COULD GET AN APART-MENT. I HAVE THE NAME OF A PSYCHOLOGIST.
SHOCKING AS ALL THIS WAS TO HEAR, IT WAS THE FIRST TIME MY MOTHER HAD SPOKEN TO ME AS ANOTHER ADULT.

I CAN'T STAND IT ANY MORE. THIS HOUSE IS A TINDERBOX.

YOU'VE DONE ENOUGH. YOU SHOULD GO.

EACH DAY OF MY VACATION, I FLED TO THE LOCAL COLLEGE LIBRARY.

I HAD A PAPER TO WRITE FOR MY PHILOSOPHY OF ART CLASS, BUT AGAIN, THE SIRENS CALLED.

KATE MILLETT APPEARED TO BE A LATTER-DAY COLETTE, WITH THE LIBERTINE ARISTOCRATS EXCHANGED FOR CONCEPTUAL ARTISTS AND RADICAL FEMINISTS.
I checked the book out, riveted by the avalanche pace and shameless name-dropping. Like the scene with Jill Johnston in a London pub.

Jill sits across from me saying there is not enough opportunity for heroism over here. I am late coming into this mean old bar full of Americans. Too early for a martini but I have one anyway. Jill is eating a sandwich. Heroism is suspect, I say. She frankly wants to be heroic. "Admit it, you do too," she says. I do sometimes. Not now. Now it just seems deluded. Because she has said it out loud.

I'd been waiting for some time alone with dad. I made a valiant effort to broach the topic.

I had viewed the comment more as an entry point, and wasn't really prepared to follow it up.

The gay group at school is picketing that movie cruising.

Why?

Uhh...I dunno. I guess because it has, like, bad stereotypes.
SNORT!

I DROPPED THE SUBJECT. PARTLY BECAUSE OF HIS DERISION, BUT MOSTLY BECAUSE OF THE FEAR IN HIS EYES.

AT THE END OF THE WEEK WE WENT TO A MOVIE TOGETHER. I WAS DETERMINED TO MAKE ANOTHER FORAY.

COAL MINER'S DAUGHTER? OKAY.

AT THE LIGHT. I'LL SAY IT WHEN THE LIGHT TURNS GREEN.
I wondered if you knew what you were doing when you gave me that Colette book.

What?

Oh.

I didn't, really.

It was just a guess.

I kept still, like he was a splendid deer I didn't want to startle.

I guess there was some kind of... identification.

My first experience was when I was fourteen.

Norris Johnson. He helped out at the farm and the fun home.

He was real well-built, with black, wavy hair. It was...nice.
THEN THERE WAS A BOY MY SENIOR YEAR OF COLLEGE.

WHEN I WAS LITTLE, I REALLY WANTED TO BE A GIRL.

I'D DRESS UP IN GIRLS' CLOTHES.

I WANTED TO BE A BOY! I DRESSED IN BOYS' CLOTHES!

REMEMBER?

IT WAS NOT THE SOBBING, JOYOUS RE-UNION OF ODYSSEUS AND TELMACHUS.

IT WAS MORE LIKE FATHERLESS STEPHEN AND SONLESS BLOOM...

...HAVING THEIR EQUIVO-CAL LATE-NIGHT COCOA AT 7 ECCLES STREET.

BUT WHICH OF US WAS THE FATHER?

I HAD FELT DISTINCTLY PARENTAL LISTENING TO HIS SHAMEFACED RECITATION.

AND ALL TOO SOON WE WERE AT THE THEATER.
THE MOVIE WAS GOOD. IT WAS ABOUT HOW LORETTA LYNCH MAKES IT OUT OF APPALACHIA TO BECOME A BIG COUNTRY-WESTERN STAR.

I AIN'T NEVER GONNA SEE YOU AGAIN.

YES YOU WILL, DADDY.

Indeed, Daddy croaked of black lung disease a few scenes later, before she got back to visit.

I would see my father one more time after this, but we would never discuss our shared predilection again.

Did Bloom discover common factors of similarity between their respective like and unlike reactions to experience? Both were sensitive to artistic impressions musical in preference, preferred a continental to an Atlantic, a transatlantic plane of early domestic training and an aesthetic of resistance professed their disusing, national, social and ethical doctrines. Both admitted the alternately stimulating and obtunding influence of heterosexual magnetism.
IN OUR CASE, OF COURSE, SUBSTITUTE THE ALTERNATELY STIMULATING AND OBSTUNDING INFLUENCE OF HOMOSEXUAL MAGNETISM.

MY-O-MY BAR
Nightly
9p.m.-2a.m.
Entertaining
PARKING IN REAR

AFTER THE MOVIE, DAD TOOK ME TO A NOTORIOUS LOCAL NIGHTSPOT. THE FRONT WAS A TOPLESS CLUB. THE BACK WAS A GAY BAR.

THIS MIGHT HAVE BEEN OUR CIRCE CHAPTER, LIKE WHEN STEPHEN AND BLOOM DRINK AT THE BROTHEL IN NIGHTOWN.

I.D.?

I'M HER FATHER.

TWENTY-ONE, BUD.

OR AT LEAST, IT COULD HAVE BEEN A FUNNY STORY ONE DAY.

AS IT WAS, WE DROVE HOME IN MORTIFIED SILENCE.
Returned to school.

A letter from Dad followed.

"I'm flying high on Kate Millett. Started reading it the day you left. It just pulls you in. God, what guts."

In an eloquent unconscious gesture, I had left flying for him to return to the library—mirroring his own Trojan horse gift of Colette.

Are these two different worlds? Here and there is there any place they meet? She just did the Wellesley commencement. Condemning them as ossified matrons with "appalling."

Okay, there are three worlds—rich straight, poor straight, and then artistic intellectual. I scan the dumbest about the intellectual, I've only shifted elbows with the cultural artistic. I see you fitting the mold of this better. The values in how and why not things.

"I guess I really prefer Millett's philosophy to the one I'm slave to. But I try to keep one foot in the door. Actually I am in limbo. I... oh, hell. I don't know what I mean."
AT THE END OF THE SEMESTER JOAN CAME HOME WITH ME FOR A VISIT. I DID NOT INTRODUCE HER AS MY GIRLFRIEND.

THIS WAS THE LAST TIME I'D SEE DAD.

"HEART AND SOUL!"

ON OUR FINAL EVENING, A FAMILY FRIEND REMARKED ADMIRINGLY TO JOAN ON THE CLOSE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MY FATHER AND ME.

IT'S REALLY UNNATURAL.

ER...I MEAN, UNUSUAL.

IT WAS UNUSUAL, AND WE WERE CLOSE, BUT NOT CLOSE ENOUGH.
IN ULYSSES, BLOOM RIDES WITH SOME OTHER MEN, INCLUDING STEPHEN'S FATHER, TO A FRIEND'S FUNERAL.

The carriage climbed more slowly the hill of Rutland square. Rattle his bones. Over the stones. Only a pauper. Nobody owns.
— In the midst of life, Martin Cunningham said.
— But the worst of all, Mr Power said, is the man who takes his own life.
Martin Cunningham drew out and put it back.
— The greatest disgrace to have added.
— Temporary insanity, of course, decisively. We must take a charitable view of it.
— They say a man who does it is a coward, Mr Dedalus said.
— It is not for us to judge, Martin Cunningham said.
Mr Bloom, about to speak, closed his lips again. Martin Cunningham's large eyes. Looking away now. Sympathetic human man he is. Intelligent. Like Shakespeare's face. Always a good word to say. They have no mercy on that here or infanticide. Refuse christian burial. They used to drive a stake of wood through his heart in the grave. As if it wasn't broken already.

RUDOLPH BLOOM, NÉE VIRAG, HAD NOT BEEN AS RESILIENT AS HIS SON TO THE STRAIN OF LIFE IN ANTI-SEMITIC DUBLIN.

He'd taken an overdose of something, but at least he'd left a letter. "For my son Leopold."
Dad left no note. After the funeral, life pretty much resumed its course. They say grief takes many forms, including the absence of grief.

So how's your summer going?

Okay. I'm working in the library.

Right. Good one.

Oh, and my father died!

No, I'm serious! He did!

Sure, okay.

Why don't you believe me?

My father died.

Uh... lemme see. Because you're laughing?

Fine. How did your father die?

He got--ha ha ha--hit by a truck!

The idea that my vital, passionate father was decomposing in a grave was ridiculous.

In one of Dad's courtship letters to mom, he praises something she'd written in her last post by comparing it to James Joyce.

Your first page is better than Joyce... (except for the line "And he asked me with his eyes"--which is the best thing ever written--passion on paper who else could do it?)
down in their little bit of a shop and Ronda with the old windows of the posadas glancing eyes a lattice hid for her lover half open at night and the boat at Algeciras the lamp and O that awful crimson sometimes like the figtrees in the Alameda streets and pink and blue Jasmin and the jessamine and

like the Andalusian girls used or shall I wear a red yes and how he kissed me under the Moorish wall and I thought well as well him as another and then I asked him with my eyes to ask again yes and then he asked me would I yes to say yes my my arms around him yes and could feel my breasts all perfume mad and yes I said yes I will yes.

But how could he admire Joyce's lengthy, libidinal "Yes" so fervently and end up saying "No" to his own life?

I suppose that a lifetime spent hiding one's erotic truth could have a cumulative renunciatory effect. Sexual shame is in itself a kind of death.

Ulysses, of course, was banned for many years by people who found its honesty obscene.

Trieste-Zurich-Paris, 1914-1921.

[THE END]
THE FRONT MATTER OF MY MODERN LIBRARY EDITION INCLUDES THE DECISION BY THE JUDGE WHO LIFTED THE BAN IN 1933.

ALONG WITH A LETTER FROM JOYCE TO RANDOM HOUSE, DETAILING ULYSSES' PUBLICATION HISTORY TO DATE.

HE MENTIONS THAT MARGARET ANDERSON AND JANE HEAP WERE PROSECUTED FOR RUNNING EPISODES IN THEIR MAGAZINE, THE LITTLE REVIEW.

HE ACKNOWLEDGES THE RISK SYLVIA BEACH TOOK IN PUBLISHING A MANUSCRIPT NO ONE ELSE WOULD TOUCH.

PERHAPS IT'S JUST A COINCIDENCE THAT THESE WOMEN—ALONG WITH SYLVIA'S LOVER ADRIENNE MONNIER, WHO PUBLISHED THE FRENCH EDITION OF ULYSSES—WERE ALL LESBIANS.

YOU SHOULD LEARN ABOUT PARIS IN THE TWENTIES, THAT WHOLE SCENE.

BUT I LIKE TO THINK THEY WENT TO THE MAT FOR THIS BOOK BECAUSE THEY WERE LESBIANS, BECAUSE THEY KNEW A THING OR TWO ABOUT EROTIC TRUTH.
Perhaps my eagerness to claim him as "gay" in the way I am "gay," as opposed to bisexual or some other category, is just a way of keeping him to myself—a sort of inverted oedipal complex.

I think of his letter, the one where he does and doesn't come out to me.

Helen just seems to be suggesting that you keep your options open. I tend to go along with that but probably for different reasons. Of course, it seems like a cop out. But then, who are cop outs for? Taking sides is rather heroic, and I am not a hero. What is really worth it?

It's exactly the disavowal Stephen Dedalus makes at the beginning of Ulysses—Joyce's nod to the novel's mock-heroic method.

— A woeful lunatic, Mulligan said. Were you in a funk?
— I was, Stephen said with energy and growing fear. Out here in the dark with a man I don't know raving and moaning to himself about shooting a black panther. You saved men from drowning, I'm not a hero, however. If he stays on here I am off.

Buck Mulligan frowned at the lather on his razorblade. He hopped down from his perch and began to search his trousers.

In the end, Joyce broke his contract with Beach and sold Ulysses to Random House for a tidy sum.

He did not offer to repay her for the financial sacrifices she'd made for his book.
Beach put a good face on it, writing "a baby belongs to its mother, not to the midwife, doesn't it?"

And as long as we're likening Ulysses to a child, it fared much better than Joyce's actual children.

Went mad

Became an alcoholic

But I suppose this is consistent with the book's theme that spiritual, not consubstantial, paternity is the important thing.

Is it so unusual for the two things to coincide?

What if Icarus hadn't hurtled into the sea? What if he'd inherited his father's inventive bent? What might he have wrought?
HE DID HURTiLE INTO THE SEA, OF COURSE.

BUT IN THE TRICY REVERS NARRATION THAT IMPELS OUR ENTWINED STORIES, HE WAS THERE TO CATCH ME WHEN I LEAPT.
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